


STELLINGEN

1. In de door de "American Society for Testing and Materials" gegeven

beschrijving van de standaardmethode voor de bepaling van de Arrhenius-

activeringsenergie uit kalorische metingen wordt er onvoldoende op gewezen

dat de methode slechts korrekt is voor gevallen waarin de reaktieorde

gelijk aan éên is. Daarnaast is de voorgeschreven iteratieve berekenings-

wijze van de aktiveringsenergie onnodig gecompliceerd.

ASTM E 698 - 79

2. Dankzij de relatief goede soortelijke elektrische geleiding van de

cochleaire vloeistof ten opzichte van het omringende botweefsel is de

invloed van de volumegeleiding op de aktiepotentlaai van een gehoorzenuw,

gemeten op de plaats van het ronde venster, onafhankelijk van de plaats

van innervatie van de vezel.

N.Y.S. Kiang, ?.C. Moxon and A.R. Kahn, Eleatrocoahleography, 95-115
(University Park Press, Baltimore, 1976);
V.F. Prijs, wordt gepubliceerd in Hearing Research.

3. De door Milis c a . bepaalde oriëntaties van de ZnCl^-tetraëders in de

drievoudige superstruktuur van I^ZnCl^ zijn onrealistisch en niet in over-

eenstemming met de eerder door Mikhail en Peters gevonden kristalstruk-

tuur.

F. Milia, R. Kind and ,7. Slak, Phys. Rev. B27 (1983) 6662;
I. Mikhail and K. Peters, Aota Cr'yst. B3S_ (1979) 1200.

4. Ondanks het feit dat het eerste geluid ongeschikt is voor de sondering van

superfluïde turbulentie in helium II, kan meting met dit geluld waardevol-

le Informatie opleveren.

5. Saito e.a. hebben gevonden dat bij toevoeging van ac.ceptoren zoals tetra-

cyanoethyleen aan poly(para-fenyleensulfide) een eenduidig verband bestaat

tussen de soortelijke elektrische geleiding en de aktiveringsenergie voor

deze geleiding. Dit verband kan uit de invloed van de Coulomb-wisselwer-

king worden verklaard.

S. Saito, T. Teutsui, S. Tókito, T. Hara and ff.T. Chiu, Polymer J. 17
(2985i 203.



6. Bose-Einstein condensatie in atomaire waterstof kan men beter trachten te

bereiken door het opsluiten van spin-up toestanden in een statisch mag-

neetveldminimum dan door opsluiting in een wisselend magneetveld.

E.V.E. Lovelace, C. Mehanian, T.J. Tormila and D.M. Lee, te
publiceren;
H.F. Hess, Bull, of Am. Phys. Soa. 30_ (1985) 854.

7. Bij de berekening van de elektromagnetische afscherming door een vlakke

plaat hebben Bigg e.a. ten onrechte de interne re-reflektieterm verwaar-

loosd.

T).M. Bigg, W. Mirick and D.F,. Stutz, Polymer Testing 5_ (1985) 169.

3. Het verdient aanbeveling de ordening van de protonspin in Ca(0H)2 bij

negatieve temperaturen ook in "dikke" preparaten te ondeizoeken.

C.M.B, van der Zon, proefschrift (Leiden, 1985).

9. De in dit proefschrift genoemd voordelen van Helmholtz-opcillatoren kun-

nen ook op andere onderzoeksgebieden van pas komen.

10. Een mondelinge toelichting met muziekvoorbeelden, voorafgaand aan de uit-

voering van een hedendaags muziekstuk, blijkt de waardering door het

publiek te verhogen. De vaak voorkomende weerstand tegen "moderne" muziek

kan aldus, door meer begrip en herkenning, verminderd worden.

M.P. de Goeje Leiden, 30 januari 1986
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CHAPTER I

GENERAL INTRODUCTION

I.I Survey of superfluld phenomena to be investigated

The first successful attempt to liquefy helium gas, the last of the so-

called permanent gases, was performed by Kamerlingh Onnes in 1908. Under

atmospheric pressure natural helium, which almost only contains the isotope

He, boils at 4.2 K. It remains liquid down to the lowest attainable tempera-

tures, unless it is pressurized above the solidification pressure of 2.5 MPa

(~ 25 atm).

When the temperature of a helium bath is lowered by reducing the vapour

pressure, a remarkable transition in the properties of the liquid takes place

at T = 2.17 K, the so-called lambda temperature named after the ^-shaped peak

that is shown by the curve for the liquid's specific heat as function of the

temperature. While above T the liquid behaves like an ordinary liquid, below
\

T it attains a number of striking properties, such as the exceptional ability

for the transport of heat, the possibility to flow without friction through

narrow pores and the appearance of more than one type of acoustic mode. The

two phases of the liquid, respectively above and below T , are usually re-

ferred to as helium I and helium II. It is now understood that the exceptional

properties of He II are a macroscopic manifestation of quantum e.ffscts.

The macroscopic properties of He II are well described by the two-fluid

model introduced by Landau. Since the transport velocities of the two compo-

nents, the superfluid and the normal fluid, can be varied independently, the

collection of flow-phenomena is extremely rich. IT spite of the large number

of investigations carried out over the last fifty years, the properties of

turbulent flow in tubes are not yet well understood. The study of this turbu-

lence In the temperature range between 1 K and 2 K forms the main topic of

this thesis. Two types of experiments are described.

The first part of this thesis describes the experimental investigation

concerning the turbulence, generated in a rather wide flow tube by steady



zero mass flow or so called thermal counterflr-i of the two components. It is

probed by second sound, the acoustic mode particular to He II, which manliest^

itself mainly as a temperature wave.

The second part describes an investigation on the flow in a very long and

narrow tube. A flow device is used, which is basically a fourth-sound oscilla-

tor of very low, adjustable frequency. The possibility of probing superfluid

turbulence in narrow tubes by means of fourth sound is explored.

Since t! <•• two-fluid description of the behaviour of He II will play such

an important role throughout this thesis, the two-fluid hydrodynamic equations

will be recapitulated briefly in the next section. For a more extensive dis-

cussion the reader is referred to the literature [1,2].

1.2 The tvo-f:Kld nodei <->f Landau and Khalatnikov.

In the two-fluid model He II is considered as consisting of two compo-

nents, the normal fluid component and the superfluid component. In equilibrium

the mass densities of both components p and p are determined by the pressure
S ¥1

and temperature, the total density p obeying

P = Ps + Pn (LI)

The normal fluid has the properties of an ordinary liquid. The superfluid,

however, has no viscosity, carries no entropy while its velocity field is

essentially irrotational. Both components can move freely through each other

with their own, independent velocity fields V (v,t) and v (r,t) • The momentum
+ n s

density j will thus be given by

J = 9V = Peve + pjn (1.2)

The hydrodynaraic behaviour of an ordinary liquid Is governed by five

equations, the balance equations for mass, entropy and momentum. These equa-

tions relace five independent variables, comprising two thermodynamic quanti-

ties and the three components of the mass flow velocity. On the assumption

that local equilibrium is maintained, all other variables follow from the

equations of state of the liquid.



In view of the two independent velocity fields appearing in the two-fluid

description of He II, an equation of motion for the superfluid is required in

addition to the five balance equations. The equations, according to Landau-

Khalatnikov, read as:

•£ + V-pv = 0 mass balance (1.3)

= yz entropy balance (I«4)

.-»-. •* +

rx + *•(? + T) = -pvQ momentum balance (1.5)
o t
ö v v
•r-r— + vfu + —=— + H) = -VQ equation of motion (1-6)

for the superfluid

To this set is added the constraint on the superfluid

V x V = 0 (1.7)
8

In the above equations s is the entropy and \i the chemical potential per

unit mass for which

d\i = — dp - sdT - -5— d(u -v )^ (1.8)

with p the pressure. Furthermore appear:

- the potential of the external forces Q;

- the non-viscous part P of the pressure tensor

-• -»•

t = vi+ovv+ovv (1.9)
^ ys e s yn n n v '

•*

in which I is the unit tensor;
- the viscous part t

- the non-equilibrium contribution H to the chemical potential of the super-

fluid



- and the entropy production per unit volume T./T with

.. m - z:[$V ) - Hhii (v -v ). (1.12)

The various transport coefficients that appear in the ab expressions are

the following: the shear viscosity r\, the thermal conductivity < and four

second viscosities C, ,C„,C,>C4 for which the relation C, = C,. holds, according

to the Onsager symmetry principle.

1.3 Acoustic phenomena in heliun II.

The Landau-Khalatnikov equations give a very good description of the

variety of acoustic phenomena that can occur in helium II. Since acoustic

signals correspond to minor disturbances of the equilibrium state, they should

be fully covered by the linearized set, while also the external forces can be

omitted. If, moreover, for the purpose of this introduction, dissipation Is

neglected, this set simply becomes

= 0 mass balance (1.13)

-—h pe V'V' = 0 entropy balance (1.14)

p j-r- + vp' = 0 momentum balance (1.15)

rrr-+ — $P' " svT' = 0 equation of motion (1.16)

where primed quantities denote the deviations from global equilibrium values.

Two independent, longitudinal wave solutions, called first and second

sound, obey these equations. Their speeds of propagation u^ and «>> are easily

obtained by choosing p' and 7" as the independent variations and neglecting

the very small thermal expansion, so that

(1.17)



de' = ffp>pdZ" = f dr' (1.18)

with c the specific heat per unit mass.

Substitution of relation (17) into eq.(13) yields

Combining (19) and (13) yields for the wave equation of longitudinal first

sound:

<*LL-U2JP'=0 with u210-(fp)T (1.20)

Substitution of relation (18) into equations (13)-(16) leads to the independ-

ent set

b(v ï>)
p \. S + pe %T' = 0 (1.22)

From this set follows the wave equation of longitudinal second sound:

&L-u**T>-0 wlth u\0-
Pfq. (1.23)

As follows from the above approximation first sound corresponds to a density

wave for which

v' » v' and T' » 0 (first sound) d.24a)
8 n

while second sound is a temperature wave with

u' » 0 and p ' = 0 (second sound). (1.24b)

When the bath temperature approaches absolute zero p becomes very small and

the second-sound phenomenon ceases to exist.

By including the dissipative terms the various contributions to the at-

tenuation of first- and second-sound propagation in bulk helium II can of

course be calculated. In the presence of a wall, however, where the non-slip



condition requires that the component of the normal-fluid velocity parallel to

the wall vanishes, additional viscous attenuation for both sound modes will

occur. This is due to the resulting velocity profile within a viscous penetra-

tion depth 6 f= / 2TI/Ü>P ) near the wall. Concerning sound propagation along c

very narrow tube with radius a. « 6 the normal fluid is almost immobile and

neither first nor second sound can propagate. Instead another sound mode

called fourth sound will arise. A good approximation for the propagation

velocity of Ideal fourth sound can simply be obtained from the linearized set

of Landau-Khalatnikov equations, if one accounts for the interaction with the

wall by replacing the momentum balance by the rigorous constraint V = 0. On

the non-dissipative level eq.(14) then shows that pe is a constant. When p and

pe are chosen as the independent thermodynamic variables, the remaining equa-

tions (13) and (16) become:

P e v . % = 0 (1.25)

From these equations one finds for the wave equation of the longitudinal

fourth sound

tte-fjH'-O vlth 4 , - P , ^ (1-27)

As will be clear from the above discussion, the probing of turbulence by

second sound, discussed in the first part of this thesis, is restricted to

flow tubes much wider than the viscous penetration depth, thus setting a lower

limit to the allowed frequency range. In the fourth-sound experiment discussed

in part two the opposite is the case, since here the condition a « 6 leads

to an upper limit for u.

1.4 Steady flow in a tube

For the hydrodynamic description of (quasi-)steady tube flow the Lsndau-

Khalatnikov equations serve as a starting point as well. A number of simplifi-

cations is usually made directly, in particular all effects due to the finite



compressibility of both components are neglected. For a tube of uniform cross-

section the equation of motion for the superfluid is then simplified to

s W ^o fP e P> (1-28)

Eq.(28) is used in combination with the equation of motion for the normal

fluid, obtained by subtraction of (28) from the momentum balance (6). With the

same simplifying assumptions one finds:

a»

p

= - - 5 p - p s ? r + n?2? - p fa (1-29)
p B 7ï ft

Equation (28) immediately implies (and so does in fact the complete equa-

tion (6) for the case of uniform tubeflow) that for stationary flow of the

superfluid u + Q should be constant along the flowpath, irrespective of the

normal fluid velocity. This prediction appears to agree with the experimental

findings only for superfluid velocities below a certain critical value Vea>

Moreover, the value of Vga depends strongly on the simultaneous, normal fluid

transport along the tube. In the usual flow tubes (with diameters in the range

between 10 J - 10 ' n) y appears to be rather small (~ 10 m/s) and very

little is known about its variation with vn; even as far as pure superfluid

flow is concerned the data in literature are very scarce and mainly of recent

date [3,4,5]; only for thermal counterflow (i.e. zero masstransport in the

tube) a wealth of data is available [6]. For vg < v8a eq.(29) becomes

% = r$2v - p$Q (1-30)

where the second term on the right brings about the rather trivial hydrostatic

pressure gradient. As concerns laminar normal fluid flow, with zero slip at

the wall of the tube, the viscosity term will lead to a parabolic velocity

distribution in the cross-section of the tube. The pressure drop will obey

Poiseuille's law, which for a tube of length SL with circular cross-section of

radius a is represented bj

A P.-i^« n (I.3D



In (31) v is the normal fluid transport velocity, it Is the magnitude of v

averaged over the cross-section of the tube. The result (31), or rather that

for the corresponding temperature drop that follows from &(\i + Q) = 0 :

psAr = _ M vn (i.:2)
a2

is a well known feature of every thermal ccnduction experiment at small V .

If the superfluid velocity is larger than V Jv ), as it is in nearly all
BO tl

flow experiments carried out with the usual flowtubes, v(u + Q) is found to

be no longer zero during steady flow, which is apparently in contradiction

with eq.(28).

The cause of this discrepancy is attributed to the appearance of super-

fluid turbulence in the flowpath. This turbulence is believed to consist of a

tangle of quantized superfluid vortex lines, line-shaped singularities around

which the circulation of the superfluid is quantized in units of Planck's

constant divided by the mass of a He atom

fvg.il-n± (1.33)

In practice it is believed that for a single vortex n is always equal to one.

The presence of the vortex tangle provides for an additional mechanism

for the exchange of momentum between the superfluid and the normal components,

as well as between the liquid and the wall. One accounts for these exchanges

by writing the equations of motion as:

- Kn
ay

These equations are assumed to apply on a scale on which the elementary fluid

elements are large compared to the mean distance between vortex lines in the

tangle. On a finer scale, outside the vortex cores, the original Landau-

Khalatnikov equations are believed to remain valid.

Clearly * corresponds to a mutual-friction force density, while f
871 yi

accounts for the momentum transfer to the wall. Both will depend on the two

independent velocity fields. Phenomenologically their mean values in the

direction of the flow can be obtained from the drops in pressure and chemical



potential that occur along the flow tubes during steady flow, as:

Af|i + a)

Eqs.(28) and (29) can also be used fo. .ce description of thermal coun-

terflow in the laminar regime, for which no vortex tangle is present. In that

case one can put Fgn = 0, while the parabolic velocity distribution leads to

the uniform force density:

It is a remarkable finding that relation (38) keeps being closely obeyed at

first even when the flow becomes turbulent (the so-called Allen and Reeky rule

[6]), suggesting that the flow of the normal component remains laminar. The

behaviour of P as observed for large values of v seems to be in fair agree-
Sri fl

ment with the theoretical predictions based on calculations of the vortex

dynamics, as carried out by Schwarz [7].
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PARTI

SECOND-SOUND PROBING OF TURBULENCE IN THERMAL
COUNTERFLOW USING A SIXFOLD HELMHOLTZ RESONATOR



CHAPTER II

TURBULENT COUNTERFLOW STUDIED BY MEANS OF SECOND SOUND

II.1 Introduction

As was stated in section 1.4, the appearance of flow resistance during

steady flow of the superfluid component is attributed to the presence of a

tangle of superfluid vortex lines generated by the flow. The density of this

tangle, usually expressed in terms of the total length L of quantized vortex

line per unit volume, will of course be determined by the flow conditions• The

individual vortex lines provide an additional mechanism for the transfer of

momentum from the superfluid to the normal component and from the liquid to

the wall of the flow tube. If it is assumed that this mutual exchange is pro-

portional to L and to the relative velocity of the two components, then * ,

introduced by eqs. (1.34) and (1.35) becomes:

f = aP-^L(t - v ) (II.1)
sn p v s n'

In relation (1) the strong temperature dependence of p p is factored out for
S 71

convenience. For the case of thermal counterflow, as investigated in the

present experiment, the momentum transfer to the wall due to the vorticity,

appears to be relatively small.

The above mechanism has been utilized to investigate the properties of

the tangle by means of second sound. At the vortex lines in the velocity field

of the sound signal, momentum exchange will take place which results in atten-

uation. That second sound is indeed scattered by vortex lines has first been

demonstrated very clearly by the well known rotating bucket experiment of Hall

and Vinen [1,2]. The observed attenuation of the sound signal could be very

well accounted for by the mere addition to the two-fluid equations of a mutu-

al-friction force density of the form given by eq.(l) with the constant uni-

form line density of the vortex array L being determined by the angular ve-

locity to, of the bucket as:

b

13



L (u>h) = 2U,/K (II.2)

Here < = h/m is the quantum of circulation of eq.(1.33). Introduction of F
87%

Into the two-fluid equations leaves the linearized balance equations for mass,

entropy and momentum (eqs.I.o.j-15) unaffected. F only appears in the equa-
Sri

tion of motion for the superfluid (1.16). Equations (1.22) and (1.23), govern-

ing the second-sound propagation, then become:

m TT~ + P SV«( W - V 1 ' = 0 (II. 3)
T tit e y n e'

P

v Vn s
n

+ aL p [v - v ) ' + pevT' = 0 (II.4)

For a plane wave ~ exp[—i(tat - kx)] eqs.(3) and (4) lead to the dispersion

relat ion:

2
(iii\2 2 20 f __ r v

1 +i
u

From the observed attenuation it could be concluded that a = 0 for second

sound travelling parallel to the rotation axis. Perpendicular to this axis

additional attenuation of the form described by eq.(5) Is found indeed. Within

the measuring accuracy obtained in ref. [1] a was found to be independent of

the second-sound frequency for the investigated frequency range between

1.5 - 4.5 kHz. Later, more precise measurements by others [3,4] revealed a

very slight increase of a with u.

When a second-sound signal probes a tangle of superfluid vortices that is

established by a steady flow, its propagation can be expected to be also

governed by a dispersion reJation like eq.(5), with a independent of the flow

as long as the vortex-line density is not affected by the sound probe*. The

value of a should be a suitable average of the rotating bucket results over

* It is hereby ? .cepted that in practice a number of complicating effects will
be of negligible importance. For instance the effects of doppler shift [5] and
of the modulation of the antropy production caused by F , both occurring un-
less the two superimposing velocity fields are mutuarty perpendicular. But
also the effect caused by the exchange of momentum between the vortices and
the wall (in view of the rather wide flow tubes required for second-sound
probing) and finally also the influence of the transport of entropy by moving
vortices [6].

14



the various orientations of the vortices in the tangle.

In the early experiments of VInen this Idea was first pursued [7,8]. The

attenuation was measured of second-sound, propagating in a direction trans-

verse to the flow direction of the thermal counterflow that generated the

superfluid turbulence in the tube. For this geometry the vortex density will

not be modulated by the sound probe, in view of the plausible supposition ';hat

L will be determined by the magnitude of the relative velocity v fs V - v )
3 ° +

 J nsK n B '

only, and be independent of the orientation of V with respect to the wall of

the flow tube. The observed attenuation rate -zaL is found to correspond with
o O

the value of the relative transport velocity V according to

with Vo a small velocity of order 1 cm/s. Moreover, the coi. ;tant A' appeared

to be in quantitative agreement with the well-known Gorter-Mellink constant A,

deduced from steady counterflow measurements by means of eq.(1.34) and (1.35).

For the case of thermal counterflow it is found quite generally that

F = - Ap p (v - v')2v (II-7)
sn ^nKaA ns o' ne

with v. again a constant velocity of order 1 cm/s. This phenomenological rela-

tion (7) In fact defines the meaning of the Gorter-Mellink constant A. Fiom

the finding A' = A can be concluded that steady counterflow and transverse

second sound are largely governed by the same mutual-friction force density,

suggesting that the tangle is homogeneous and Isotropic . Values for <x£ can

thus be obtained directly from the abundance of measurements of steady thermal

' counterflow in many different flow tubes. Such measurements generally show

that for V beyond a certain transition region, equation (7) gives an ade-

quate description. The small VQ is then to be considered as an adjustable

parameter, while the value of A appears to be almost independent of the tube

diameter [10].

* At the same time it implies that in the rather wide tube the relative veloc-
ity Is uniform in the cross-sections of the tube in accordance with the recent
direct measurements by Awschalom, Milliken and Schwarz [9] of flat normal
fluid velocity profiles.
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The velocity dependence found for L , as expressed by eq.(6), is in

agreement with the predictions of the thecretical model worked out by Schwarz

[11]. Actually, from the experimental values of aL the separate values for L

were already derived ty Vinen [8] who used his rotating bucket results,

together with a tentative averaging procedure, for the calibration of the

values of a(T) tor the tangle. The same rotating-bucket results were also used

by Schwarz, to fix the unknown scattering parameter that finally determines

the magnitude of L in his model-

Similar investigations of the vortex tangle can also be carried out with

second sound that travels parallel to the steady flow used as a probe. This

method has mainly been pursued by Kramers and his coworkers [12,13]. In

ref. [12] it is shown that also in this way the usual Talies of the Gorter-

Mellink constant A for thermal counterflow are obtained, while in ref. [13]

the method is employed to investigate the turbulence generated by steady flow

at arbitrary combinations of the two transport velocities v and v •

This parallel configuration, however, corresponds to a first order modu-

lation in the "aagnitude of the relative velocity

v = v° + v' (II.8)
ns ns ns

It therefore seems much more probable that also the vortex-line density will

be modulated by the second sound probe, according to

v
V> (II.9)
ns

Substitution of (9) into relation (1) shows after linearization that conse-

quently the attenuation rate zaL , as it appears in eqs. (4) and (5), must be
a o

replaced by

o Lo + * I W ) V 1 (Iia)

ns
That in ref. [12] the correct values for the Gorter-Mellink constant A were

obtained using eq.(5), merely indicates that (a^ ) is frequency dependent
ne

and that the frequencies used in the experiments (> 40 Hz) were sufficiently

high with regard to the time constant connected with the production and de-

struction of superfluid turbulence, for the modulation to remain negligibly

small.
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Lowering the frequency of the second sound probe should eventually lead

to an enhancement of the second-sound attenuation. The experimental investiga-

tion of this effect, which should provide information on the production pro-

cess of superfluid turbulence in thermal counterflow, is the main purpose of

the present study. The probing is done by low-frequency second sound, applied

parallel with the flow.

It is believed that the information about the dynamics obtained in this

way, will be easier to interpret than that obtained in the early experiments

by Vinen [14]. In Vinen's study the transverse second-sound attenuation was

monitored during the transition from laminar to turbulent counterflow. The

characteristic time constants so obtained are difficult to interpret, since

they can be expected to result from many different processes taking place

simultaneously. The present method has the important advantage that along the

entire flow tube a uniform steady state will exist, which is only slightly

modulated by the second sound signal.

II.2 Mutual friction and vortex dynamics

The mutual-friction force density as given in eq.(l) can be founded in

the dynamics of the vortex lines. A vortex line, moving through the liquid

will lead to a transfer of momentum between the superfluid and the normal

fluid components. The momentum, passed on to the superfluid by a vortex line

element, that moves with velocity V. through a region In which the superfluid

velocity is V is given by the Magnus force. Per unit length of vortex line

the transfer rate thus becomes:

fe = PeK K X (ds - iL) (II.U)

where K is the unit vector in the direction of the vortex circulation K.

The drag on the normal fluid, exerted per unit length of moving vortex,

can be written quite generally as:

fn = M x {K X [vn -vL)} - a>< x (vn - vL) (11.12)

with Vn the flow velocity of the normal fluid in the region. The coefficients
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a and a' will be determined by the scattering processes of the excitations at

the vortex core. These processes are not yet known in sufficient detail to

allow for a microscopic calculation, so that a and a' ought to be determined

from experiment. In ref. [15] an up to date discussion of this problem has

been presented.

Since momentum cannot be stored in the massless vortex lines, momentum

conservation requires that

Each vortex-line element thus gives rise to an exchange of momentum between

the superfluid and the normal component, and thereby contributes to the mutu-

al-friction force density f . In order to calculate this contribution the

vortex velocity W^ can be eliminated from the expressions for / and * by

means of condition (13), yielding

Kn -=K = - K = - T T K[B'K * {: * (V ?n)J + B'« * $s ~ *„)] (II'14>

Eq.(14) has been written in the form originally used by Hall and Vinen for the

analysis of the second-sound attenuation in the rotating bucket. The original

mutual-friction parameters B and B' are more directly accessible for experi-

mental determination than a and a', to which they relate as:

p B p K p B' a + a'2 - p w '

5 ? (H15)25 2 ~ 2-5 2? 7 —T (H-15)
au 6 ft \6 óQ et t , •s/j

a + [a' - pe<) ps a + {a' - p^)
In order to obtain the mutual-friction force density eq.(14) has to be

integrated over the total length of vortex line per unit volume. In the rota-

ting bucket experiment this leads to a simple multiplication by the factor

2W^/K, according to eq.(2) so that then

* In a recent paper [16] a model is proposed, in which also the interaction
between the vortex and the wall is taken into account. For that case eq.(13)
is replaced by

with the momentum transfer to the wall ƒ determined by $ throug
simple relation. Eq.(13') will clearly lead to a contribution

through a tenta,:'
to the mean

force density Fn in eq.(1.37).



en - ^ WJBK x {K x (v - v )} + B'K x (v - » ) ] (11.16)

If eq.(16) is used for the calculation of second-sound propagation, the second

term will lead to a small transverse contiibution to the wave motion. The

attenuation is determined by the first term of eq.(16), which is indeed of the

form given in eq.(l). For a wave propagating under an angle 9 with the rota-

tion axis the proportionality constant a can be identified as:

a(Q) = |«B sin26 (11.17)

and B can thus be obtained immediately from the measured attenuation rate
1 2

TjViJB sin 8 [1,2,15,17]. Parameter B' only enters the second-sound dispersion

relation in higher order, and therefore requires a more subtle experimental

determination [15,17,18].

It might be of interest to mention that a mutual-friction force density

of the form given by eq.(16) is also borne out by the thermodynamic treatment

of uniformly rotating helium II given by Bekarevich and Khalatnikov [19].

These authors show that it results directly if one assumes that the super-

fluid-circulation density can be considered as an additional independent vari-

able In the two-fluid description. For this reason * as given by eq.(16) is
Git

often referred to as the mutual-friction force of the HVBK-theory (the Hall-

Vinen-Bekarevich-Khalatnikov theory).

From the expressions (1) and (17) describing rotating Hell one can obtain

the corresponding expression for the turbulent flow state, making some simpli-

fying assumptions. If the orientational distribution of the vortex lines in

the tangle is isotropic and the momentum transfer at the vortex lines is

assumed to be equal to that in rotating Hell, then averaging of eq.(17) yields

a mutual-friction force density parallel to the flow

So this result permits the experimental determination of the vortex-line den-

sity LQ of the tangle. Comparison with the phenomenological relation (6) or

(7) shows that for the case of well developed turbulence in thermal counter-

flow the mean value of Lo in the flow tube is

I"



This result can subsequently be confronted with theoretical predictions.

It should be mentioned that the above simplifying assumptions lead to an

uncertainty in the so-determined values for LQ. In the theory of Schwarz [11]

the vortex tangle is predicted to be somewhat anisotropic, while besides the

effect of the curvature of the vortex lines in the tangle has to be taken into

account. The latter gives rise to a self-induced line velocity, resulting in a

drift of the tangle, not encountered in the rotating-bucket experiments used

for the experimental determination of the values of B.

II.3 Theoretical predictions of the line density in the vortex tangle

The first prediction for the vortex-line density was given by Vinen [8].

He composed a dynamical equation for the vortex length as a result of a crea

tion and an annihilation process, using dimensional arguments. For the devel-

opment of a uniform tangle he obtained

where the dimensionless, universal parameters x^ an<^ Xg cannot be specified by

the theory. In the steady state the line density should thus be

L = £l7E.
?JLf ~v

2 (11.21)

This result is In agreement with the phenomenological result given by eq.(19),

except for the small parameter VQ. The latter has also been explained by Vinen

by tentatively including the effects of the wall of the flow tube into

eq.(20).

A more profound analysis of homogeneous turbulence has been given by

Schwarz [11]. In his considerations he shows that under the randomizing Influ-

ence of line-line crossing processes a steady tangle will develop. Using the

vortex dynamics discussed in section II.3 with the B-parameters as determined

from the rotating-bucket experiments and taking into account the self-induced

velocity of the curved vortex lines, he obtains by numerical calculation the

distribution over the orientations and curvatures of the vortex lines In the

steady tangle. From this result he obtains a mutual-friction force of the form



of eq.(7) and a drift velocity of the tangle proportional to v . Schwarz has

shown that his quasi-steady solution for the line density is also described by

a relation of the form given by eq.(20).

Recently Geurst [20] presented a dynamical equation for the homogeneous

vortex-line density similar to Vinen's, reading as

9L pspn B i^ \T-2 Y r2 /TT OOx

Ft = I T A" y[l ' y)LVns ' k KL (II'22)

This equation was obtained using the HVBK-theory as a starting point for the

averaging procedure over the tangle and using a similarity principle. In this

equation x *s a n adjustable parameter of order one. The numerical constant y

is 0.26 and A = -g$— Zn(l/na^L), with 2ay the diameter of the vortex cores. It

is obvious that, in view of the weak logarithmic dependence of A on L , for the
-2

steady state eq.(22) also leads to LQ ~ V •

Finally it is remarked that from eq.(20) (or from eq.(22)) an estimate of

the relaxation time for the vortex density can be obtained. Linearizing

eq.(20) (respectively eq.(22)) shows that when a small change in the relative

velocity is suddenly imposed, the tangle relaxes to its new equilibrium line

density with a characteristic time xT = ?— (respectively — 7 — ) . For densi-
8-2 X2K a XKLO

ties LQ > 10 m as Is usually encountered in the experiments (and with j , ,

respectively 2% being of order one), the relaxation time satisfies 1 < 1 s.

So investigation of the dynamic phenomena In this range can be carried out

with frequencies from 1 - 100 Hz.
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CHAPTER III

A SIXFOLD HELMHOLTZ RESONATOR FOR SECOND SOUND

III.l Introduction

In the present research measurements on the attenuation of second sound

are carried out using a resonance technique. The additional damping caused by

steady turbulent thermal counterflow generated simultaneously inside the

second-sound resonator, is determined from the temperature response to the

driving power supplied at the resonance frequency by means of a heater. Such

resonance techniques were used previously by Vinen [1], by Wiarda et al. [2]

and by Usselstein et al. [3]. As in refs. [2] and [3] the steady flow in this

work is applied in parallel with the direction of the standing waves of second

sound.

A resonance method possesses a number of clear advantages over pulse

techniques as employed recently by Donnelly et al. [4]. Near resonance, large

temperature oscillations can be induced by means of relatively small driving

powers, thus restricting the disturbance of the flow very effectively. Second-

ly, sufficiently accurate measurements can still be done at very low frequen-

cies if a Helmholtz resonator is used. The length of an organ-pipe resonator,

being equal to a quart or a half of the wavelength of the fundamental mode,

would become unpractically large for the low frequencies needed for the pres-

ent research. A Helmholtz resonator, which is essentially formed by a tube

that connects a reservoir with the helium bath, is much shorter than the wave

length at resonance. Besides it has the important advantage that heater and

detector can both be mounted inside the reservoir so that they do not distort

the flowpattern in the tube.

With a simple Helmholtz oscillator only one Helmholtz resonance frequency

can be obtained. Nearby overtones do not exist. In order to Investigate the

frequency dependence of the damping, a more complicated sixfold Helmholtz

resonator, having six different Helmholtz resonance frequencies, is used.

In the next sections an analysis of the expected uehaviour of the resona-

tor will be given. The analysis Is split up in several parts. First free



Helmholtz oscillations are discussed ignoring the damping. Next damping is in-

cluded and finally forced oscillations, driven by a periodic heat supply, are

treated. Since the behaviour of the sixfold resonator is more complicated but

not essentially different from that of a single one, each part of the analysis

will first be given for the latter, with the purpose of enhancing the clarity

of the presentation.

III.2 Free Helaholtz oscillations in the absence of daaping

III.2.1 The single Helmholtz oscillator

A single Helmholtz oscillator consists basically of a reservoir with vol-

ume f, connected by a tube of length A and cross-sectional area A to an infi-

netely large reservoir. The oscillations correspond with a periodic exchange

of kinetic energy in the tube with potential energy in V and vice versa. As

long as the tube is not too narrow two different types of Helmholtz-oscilla-

tions can in fact occur, since like in bulk helium II, the wave motion in a

wide tube can correspond with first sound as well as with second sound.

Although the first-sound oscillations can be treated in a fully analogous

manner, we will restrict the discussions here to the case of second sound.

Owing to the very small thermal expansion of helium II, the masstransport by a

second-sound wave is almost negligible so that in good approximation the mass

density p can be treated as a constant. Then only one independent thermodynam-

lc variable remains and the complete analysis can be given by means of an

energy consideration. If we divide the energy density z(v,t) in the tube into

z(v,t) = zQ + z'(v,t) (III.l)

with the primed quantity the deviation from the global equilibrium value E

then we can write for the variations due to second-sound waves of frequency co

travelling in both directions along the z-axis of the tube

<z'(z,t)> = [B+e+ikz + fl-e-
ik3]e-

iu)* (III.2)

In eq.(2) <z'(z,t)> corresponds to values of e' averaged over the crons-



section of the tube, B+ and B~ to the complex amplitudes of the two opposing

waves and k to their wavenumber. If we further assume adiabdtlc boundary con-

ditions at the wall of the tube the linearized balance equation for the energy

in the tube reads as:

(III.3)

in which <j (z,t)> represents the mean energy-transport density in the direc-
ts

tion of the ;is of the tube. From eqs.(2) and (3) it follows that <3 (z,t)>

varies as

(III-4)

In order to oouple the waves to the variations in the reservoirs on both ends

za and 3j> of the tube (see Fig.l), it is convenient to eliminate B+ and B~ in

favour of the variation? <z'(z , t)> and <c'(3j},t)>. One then obtains

sin k(zu - z) sin k(sa - z)

b'

<3.

= <e'(z ,
a sin sin

5)

- z)

sin

cos k(z„ - z)a

sin kX :

(III.6)

Fig. 1 Schematic drawing of a single Helmholtz oscillator.
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The linearized energy balance for the reservoir V, again assuming adiabatic

boundary conditions, reads for the case of a free, i.e. undriven, oscillation

as

v

with e'(t) the mean energy-density variation In V. Since the wavelength at the

free oscillation frequency will turn out to be much larger than the linear

dimensions of V, <z'(za>t)> can be well approximated by the value £^(t), while

at the open end of the tube <e''(Zy>t)> will be equal to zero. Substitution of

eq.(6) into eq.(7) shows that free oscillations correspond to wavenumbers

determined by the dimensions of the resonator through the relation

kSLtgkSL = Y- (III.8)

Since in a Helmholtz oscillator the volume of the tube is chosen much smaller

than that of the reservoir, the wavenumber k# 0 of the free Helmholtz oscilla-

tor up to second order in the small quantity AX/V follows from a Taylor-series

expansion of tgkX about kSL = 0 as

For the case of ideal second sound considered in this section the correspond-

ing angular Helmholtz frequency oi^0 is

The correction to eq.(10) due to the variation in e' over the length X of the

reservoir can be computed in the same way. For the single oscillator it leads
o o

to the additional factor 1 + (jC/^ ) in the small second term on the right

hand side of eq.(10). The effect can be fully neglected for the devices used

in the present work.

Other roots of eq.(8) can be found by expanding tgfeX about kZ = m, with

m an arbitrary integer, leading to

m % V
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They correspond with the harmonic series of higher eigenfrequencies of the

open organpipe formed by the tube.

It may be of interest to mention that the first-sound modes can be treat-

ed in a similar way. Assuming for this case, for instance, that the entropy

per unit mass is constant, one can chose for the remaining independent thermo-

dynamic variable the mass density. The boundary condition of zero mass flow

into the walls, together with the application of the mass balance to the wave

solution in the tube, reproduces eqs.(8), (9) and (11). Since the speed of

adiabatic first sound is larger than U2Q, the resulting oscillation frequen-

cies of the first-sound mode will of course be larger, by about one order of

magnitude.

Finally we like to point out that the neglect of the small thermal expan-

sion, by which, for the non-dissipative case considered here, all possible

coupling between the two modes has been fully removed, will have had very

little effect on the outcome of the calculations. It can be expected that the

results of a full calculation with two independent variables will hardly

differ from that given by eq.(8), since coupling will still not take place

owing to the complete analogy between the boundary conditions imposed on the

flow of mass and energy.

III.2.2 The sixfold Helmholtz oscillator

This oscillator can be considered to be formed by six single Helmholtz-

oscillators connected in series (see fig.2). The eigenfrequencies of the vari-

ous free oscillations that can be excited in the device can be derived in

Fig. 2 The sixfold Helmholtz oscillator formed by six single oscillators of

different dimensions connected in series.
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D

Fig. 3 The distribution of the energy density (and of the temperature) during

fvee undamped osaillations, computed for the ten lowest osaillation

frequencies

3a. The six Helmholts modes

3b. The first four organ-pipe osaillations.
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analogy with section 2.1. The energy balance for the n reservoir can be

written as

=°
with /40 = 0, since the first reservoir has only one tube. Eliminating <j > in

favour of the energy densities by application of eq.(6) to each tube, leads to

the set of equations for n = 1...6:

An-1 ,„ An-1 An } , An
e + x n fctfcA ktkl^ vn + k i kl e uk sin Un_2

 ev,n-l + x n fctgfcA^ ktgkl^ v,n + k sin kln
 ev,n+l ~ u

(III. 13)

with the var ations in the bath energy density s' „ = 0. The same wavenumber

has been taken for each tube, since for every mode k = u/w,^ and all these

tubes participate in the same oscillation with the same angular frequency w.

By equating the determinant (formad by the coefficients of this set of six

linear equations) to zero, the roots for k can be found and the corresponding

ratio of the energy densities in the six reservoirs can be calculated. Each

root of k corresponds to a mode of free second-sound oscillations of angular

frequency u = ku„^.. The six lowest values of k represent Helmholtz oscilla-

tions, all higher values of k yield the various organpipe oscillations that

can be excited in the tubes. In figs.3a and 3b the results of a computer cal-

culation from eqs.(13) for the oscillating energy distribution in the device

are plotted, as they are obtained for the ten lowest values of k. For this

computation, the actual dimensions of the device, as compiled in table 1 on

page 41 were used. Clearly instantaneous values are plotted, each distribution

oscillates as a whole about the equilibrium value e , the zero axis in each

drawing. The corresponding frequencies are given by to = ku . Since the tem-

perature distribution is directly proportional with the energy distribution,

the plots represent the temperature distributions as well.

As predicted, the six lowest values of fc, presented in fig.3a, clearly

correspond to Helmholtz oscillations. For the lowest at k = 1.49 m , the

distribution reminds one distinctly of that of a single Helmholtz-oscillator,

with the energy now divided between the six reservoirs. The highest of the

six, at k - 22.01 m , is similar to that of an open, double Helmholtz oscil-

lator, formed by the relatively small reservoirs 3 and 4 connected on both

sides to a large bath. Only in volumes 3 and 4 a large temperature amplitude



is realised. The remainder of the device hardly participates in the oscilla-

tion. The rather large span of a factor of 15 in fe-values, and therefore in

frequencies, covered by the Helmholtz modes, could be realized by chosing

volumes 3 and 4 relatively small, and tubes 2 and 3 rather short.

In fig.3b the first four organ-pine oscillations are shown. Their wave-

lengths are almost equal to twice the length of one of the tubes. The ampli-

tudes of the signals in the reservoirs are relatively small and therefore more

difficult to measure. Note that there are three modes that correspond to

roughly half a wavelength in the 8 cm long tubes. Of these the one in which

the large variations in two neighbouring tubes are in phase, has the highest

fc-value. This is in accordance with the fact that the periodic energy currents

into the intermediate reservoir 5 add up so that a relatively large amplitude

results by which the nodes are shifted further into the tubes. The opposite is

the case for the second mode shown in fig.3b. Still higher modes have not been

computed, since for them the effects caused by the fact that the wavelengths

become comparable with the lengths of the reservoirs will no longer be negli-

gible. These effects, however, are not taken into account by eqs.(13).

It is finally mentioned that the behaviour of the sixfold Helmholtz

oscillator bears a strong resemblance to the mechanical system formed by six

masses connected in series by six springs to a rigid wall (see fig.4).

M,

^

M, M- M, M« M 6

m ..smm

± L2 j _ L3 _L u J_
~rc2 T C 3 T C 4 -pc5

5 4=c Le i
T C 6 i

Fig- 4 The mechanical and electrical analogues of the sixfold Helmholtz oscil-

lator.



Newton's equations of motion for the six masses are mathematically identical

with the set of eqs.(13) restricted to the case of the Helmholtz-solutions,

for which case sinkl and tgkX can be approximated by their argument kSL .

Eqs.(13) then read as:

A A . A A
„ E ' - + \V k — -}e' + — e' = 0 (III. 13')
S. j v>n-l l n SL I ' v,n I v,n+l '

p
The determinant of this set becomes a polynomial of the sixth degree in k ,

p

the six roots for k corresponding with the six Helmholtz solutions. An elec-

trical analogue of the device is the £C-network also sketched in fig.4.

111.3 The daapiog of the Helaboltz oscillation

The calculations presented in the previous section can simply be extended

to include the various dissipative effects by the introduction of complex

quantifier. Three contributions to the damping can be distinguished, the

entropy production by the second-sound waves in the tubes and by rhe exchange

of thermal energy with the walls of the reservoirs and of the tubes. They can

be taken into account in the calculations by introducing complex quantities

for the phase velocity of the second sound, for the effective volumes of the

reservoirs and for the effective cross-sectional areas of the tubes respec-

tively. This will first be demonstrated for the case of a single Helmholtz

oscillator.

III.3.1 The damped single Helmholtz oscillator

Also in the dissipative case the wave motion in the tube can be repre-

snted by eq.(5). In the energy balance for the tube, however, the radial flow

of energy into the wall has to be taken into account. For an energy-flux den-

sity 3 (z,t) into the wall of a tube of radius R eq.(3) is then modified into

= 0 (III.M)

Since one can put



3Er(B,t) = K <z'(z,t)> (III .15)

with the complex coefficient of energy conduction K = K (U) allowing for a

phase difference between 3 and <e '> , eq.(6) simply modifies into

„ . * cos k(s,s) cos k(s -z)

<W'*}> - l P + ^ f < £ V V ^ sin kl ' <*'<»»*» siakt 3
(III .16)

The exchange of thermal energy with the wall of the reservoir can be treated

in a similar way. The energy balance for the reservoir can be written as

(III .17)

with 2p (W the complex proportionality factor between the heat flow into the

walls and the total energy variation Vz'. Again using the conditions

<e'(s ,t)> = t'(t) and <z'(z,,t)> = 0 for the two ends of the tube, substi-

tution of eq.(16) in eq.(17) yields for k the complex relation

kX tgkJl = ^ I = ̂  Ü , (III .18)
2p (u) V

V{1 + i — ^ )
v to ;

Instead of eq.(8), the complex roots for k will thus also be somewhat depend-

ent on the resulting frequency. For the actual experimental circumstances of a

thin-walled device surrounded by a vacuum can, the moduli of 2K /cofl and /
will be small as compared to one, so that the root for the Helmholtz solution

can again be approximated by

4 = V(* -M-) dn .19)
" v a 3V

or, up to first order in the small quantities < /uff and Py/w.'

(III .20)

Subsequently, the frequency of the damped Helmholtz-oscillation is

obtained by combining the result (20) with the dispersion relation to = w<jfc for



the wave propagation in the tube. Here ̂  is the complex phase velocity that

accounts for the various, additive dissipative processes that are induced by

the waves.

The separate contribution to this dispersion relation due to the thermal-

energy exchange with the wall can be derived by neglecting all dissipation in

the liquid Itself. With v' =0 eq.(1.22) can be written for the case of a

monochromatic wave as

pn
(III.21)

Since for the ideal case <e'> =pa<f> and <j > =psT<v'> , the energy balance

(14) becomes with the help of eq.(15):

>t

ikpsT<v'n> -iupo{l +i2Jf-)<T'> =0 (III.22)

Combination of eqs.(21) and (22) yields the dispersion relation

U -u2Ok - * £ - (IH.23)

Formally we can represent the net effect on the wave propagation in the tube

dua to dissipation in the liquid itself by the complex parameter fi (w) . The

complete dispersion relation reads as

to = u J c - i - = - i p
6\J a t

With the Helmholtz solution fe„ given by eq.(20), one now obtains for the

complex, angular frequency of the damped Helmholtz oscillation up to first

order in p , p and < (as well as in-^—):

It now follows from eq.(25) that the damping rate p of the Helmholtz

oscillations is given by the real parts of p , p .and K as:

p-h^1 "wK +#l (III-26)

Besides, eq.(25) renders the small shitt in the frequency of the Helmholtz



oscillation due to the imaginary parts.

It is finally noted that in eqs.(25) and (26) the effect of the thermal

exchange with the wall of the tube only appears with the small prefactor

AX./3V , making the contribution to the damping of the Helmholtz oscillation

rather small. This is in contrast with the results for the higher eigenfre-

quencies of the device, obtained by expanding t̂ cJl in eq»(18) around kSL = wit.

Following the above procedure for this case yields for them harmonic:

"ft f, j. ASL •, .r * , 2 A5L * . ti 2 Al\ K -\
m 2o T rr) h gs v h n H /H

m it V m n m n
(111.27)

For these organ pipe oscillations the damping contribution from the reservoir

is thus strongly reduced. The difference between the two cases can be under-

stood from the fact that in an organ pipe not only the kinetic energy but also

the potential energy is localized in the tube, the corresponding temperature

oscillation leading to a relatively important energy exchange with the wall.

During a Helmholtz oscillation, on the other hand, the potential energy is

stored mainly in the reservoir.

III.3.2 The damped sixfold Helmholtz oscillator

As in the case of the single oscillator, the damping can again be simply

accounted for by replacing all A 's and V's in eq.(13) by their complex coun-

terparts and by using the complex dispersion relation u = u„k for the wave

propagation in the various tubes. Since in our device these tubes only differ

in length, A =A and« = « for all n, which simplifies the calculations
JLJLW 2YI 2

enormously . In this way, eqs.(13) modify by damping into:

4 * * *
A

s i n 1̂ 0 7) *J—7 i Yt It tJ&s. Tc tfi&? > ?! M t s i n ]/$ J)

(III.28)

** In principle the computer calculations could also be carried out for arbi-
trary tubt i if the dispersion relation for Pich tube were known. For the study
of the influence of superfluid turbulence, however, this would obviously not
be the case.
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again for n = 2,3,...6 and with e'y ? = 0; for n = 1 both terms in which the

index n - 1 appears are zero. From the requirement that the determinant formed

by the coefficients of this set of linear equations must be zero, the complex

roots for k can be computed. Substitution of these roots into the dispersion

relation given by eq.(24), finally yields the complex angular frequencies of

the six Helmholtz oscillations and the various organ-pipe oscillations.

Although the net damping rates of course depend on the actual dimensions

of the device, eq.(24) shows that the contribution due to dissipation in the

liquid in the tube will again be given by the real part of P^, as for the

single oscillator. This important advantage would be lost if tubes of differ-

ent diameter were used.

111.4 The Helaholtz resonator

In the experiment the Helmholtz oscillator is used as a resonator. To

this end a stationary oscillation is established by means of a periodic heat

supply to one of the reservoirs. The temperature response in the reservoirs is

registered when the frequency of the driving power is varied around the vari-

ous eigenfrequencies of the device. The expected resonance curves will be

first discussed for the case of a single Helmholtz resonator.

III.4.1 The single Helmholtz resonator

If we denote the power supplied at angular frequency to to the reservoir

by Pexp[-iu>t), the energy balance for the reservoir can be written as

-iu>V*e\(t) + A<3 (s ,t)> = Pe"ia)t (III.29)

Substitution of eq.(16), again with <zf(z ,t)> = z'(t) and <z'(z- >t)> = 0,
a is *J

yields for the responding temperature variation in V:

c'(t) = paT'(t) = — s ^ - S e " i l ° * (III.30)
V V uV \i - A /V fctg?a]

in which the complex wave number k can be expressed in the real angular veloc-

3ft



ity co by means of the dispersion relation (24).

That for frequencies near the Helmholtz frequency eq.(30) represents a

resonant behaviour can be verified analytically by approximating for this pur-

pose tgfeA by kSL. For the case of small damping eq.(30) then becomes

-i{ut - « )

*v(t) • 7 —rs

2 P 2
* * O)ffn * * (i) - GOrL

in which 0 (u) = Pv + -jp- Pt , tg$ = u-2^ and, for this approximation,

oo 0̂ = ifi,Q tyj- . Clearly the amplitude of z'(t) reaches a maximum for u close to

(JO„ , while it is reduced by /2 when the frequency is shifted by Ato » ±p , with

P the real part of P •

III.4.2 The sixfold Helmholtz resonator

The above cont ̂ derations can be simply extended to the case of a manifold

Ht-lmholtz oscillator. A stationary oscillation of angular frequency oo can be

established by supplying power at a rate P e to the m reservoir, with

m = 1,2,... or 6. Applying the method outlined in section 4.1 to this case

yields, in analogy with eq.(30), the inhomogeneous set of linear equations for

the six variations e' (t) - paT' it):
t?j it Vj rt

Ac-' * * A F ' i'P
A £v,n-l . * A A , , * ev,n+l wn -vut

kn-lsi«kn-lZn-l ' V K-l^\-lXn-l ' \*&nXn v>n \ ^ W ~ u

(III.32)

in which P * 0 only for n = m, e^ ? = 0 and both terms with index n - 1 are

zero for the case that n =1. To obtain (32) it is again assumed that the six

tubes only differ in length; nevertheless the wavenumbers ^ are labelled with

an index to allow for a possible difference in the dispersion relation for

each tube, induced by turbulent flow

The computer calculations of the solutions of eqs.(32) for different

values of the attenuation parameters P^n are essential for the analysis of the
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Fig. 5 The computed veeponee of the energy-density variations in the six res-

ervoirs to a periodic heat supply into reservoir 5 of constant ampli-

tude Pg but variable frequency v. Realistic values for p. at T = 1.5 K

are used; K ie taken equal to zero.
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experimental data, since turbulence in the tubes will primarily result in an

enhancement of the attenuation.

An example of the calculated response in the six reservoirs to periodic

heat supply in reservoir 5 is shown in fig .5. The six Helmholtz resonances and

some weak organ-pipe resonances can be distinguished. The example is calculat-

ed for T = 1 .50 K and realistic values of the parameters P, = f3. in the ab-
* vn v

sence of turbulence, in which case p, |W is governed by the dissipation within

the viscous penetration depth near the wall. The small contributions due to

the exchange of energy with the walls have been neglected.

From a comparison of figs .5 with fig .3 it can be noticed that at each

resonance the ratio's of the amplitudes in the six reservoirs practically

coincide with those during the corresponding free undamped oscillation shown

in fig .3.
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CHAPTER IV

THE HELMHOLTZ RESONANCES IN THE ABSENCE OF TURBULENCE

The sixfold Helmholtz resonator has been designed with the purpose of

studying turbulence in steady thermal counterflow via its Influence on the

propagation of low-frequency second sound. In order to deduce the additional

attenuation caused by turbulence from the effect of such flow on the resonance

curve, a proper understanding of the behaviour of the resonator in the absence

of the flow is required. This chapter is devoted to a discussion of this

behaviour.

IV.1 The construction of the resonator

The dimensions of the device were chosen with the following considera-

tions in mind:

- To avoid needless complications in the analysis of the data, the six

tubes connecting the six reservoirs must be chosen identical except for

their lengths.

In order to determine the damping contribution due to turbulence with

sufficient accuracy, the initial damping must be kept as small as possi-

ble. Since the latter is dominated by viscous damping in the tubes, rath-

er wide tubes are favourable, their radius Ft being large compared to the

viscous penetration depth 6 .

The thermal properties of the walls must be chosen so that their influ-

ence on the damping is also kept small.

To reduce the influence of end-effects, the tubes must be chosen long

compared to their radius.

- The volumes of the six reservoirs must be chosen large with respect to

the volumes of the tubes, in order to realize the long wavelengths assum-

ed in the derivation of the crucial eqs.(III.32).

A low-frequency range as large as possible must be covered evenly by the

six resulting Helmholtz frequencies.



The above design considerations have led to the dimensions listed in table 1.

number of

reservoir

or tube

1

2

3

4

5

6

Reservoir

radius

mm

5.9

4.9

4.0

4.0

4.9

5.9

length

nun

6.9

4.9

4.0

4.0

4.9

6.9

volume

10-6m3

0.75

0.38

0.19

0.19

0.37

0.76

length of

tube

cm

8.0

4.0

4.0

8.0

8.0

10.0

Table 1 The dimensions of the sixfold Helmholtz resonator.

All tubes have an inner diameter 2R = 1.39 mm. The linear dimensions

of the styaast reservoirs have been corrected for 1% thermal contrac-

tion during the cool down to liquid helium temperat: ces [IJ. Moreover,

corrections for the volumes of heaters and detectors have been

applied.

In view of the limited space available in the helium dewar the resonator has

been folded up, as is shown in fig.l. Such folding will not affect the analy-

sis, since for the long wavelengths dealt with here, the way in which the

tubes are connected to the reservoirs should be of negligible importance. The

cylindrical reservoirs are made of Stycast 1266, their wall thickness is

0.5 mm. This material was chosen because of its poor thermal conduction and

low heat capacity so that the damping due to the thermal exchange of energy

with the walls of the reservoirs remains minimal. The thin stainless steel

tubes have a wall thickness of 0.2 mm and are glued to the reservoirs with

stycast.

The whole resonator is surrounded by a vacuum can. Tube 6 forms the

connection with the helium bath. The temperature of the bath is controlled

electronically and is calibrated against the 1976 provisional 0.5 K to 30 K

temperature scale [2].
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H, H,

Fig. I The sixfold Helmholts resonator, folded up inside the vacuum

aan, drawn to saaie- The various heaters and thermometers

are shown.



In reservoir 1 a heater HQ is located, by which the steady massless coun-

terflows are established. The transport velocities in the tubes relate to the

supplied power Q as

~Vn = -p8~V/Pn =%/peTA ( I V a )

Reservoirs 1, 3 and 5 contain heaters ffj , H3 and H5 for the generation of the

second—sound resonances. Application of the a.c.-voltage of angular frequency

V(t) = /2 Vvms sin|^ (IV.2)

to one of the heaters of resistance R^ results in a rate of energy supply

Apart from the alternating part of frequency to, Q thus also contains a

constant part, which will add to the steady counterflow in the tube between

reservoir m and the bath. This contribution must be taken into account in the

analysis of the data for turbulent flow.

The second-sound oscillations are detected by monitoring the temperature

in the reservoirs with resistance thermometers. These six detectors Tni one

for each reservoir, are made from 33 Q, -g W Allen & Bradley carbon resistors

by grinding them down to a very thin slice and providing them with contact

leads with the help of silver paint (j -^ » 2 K" 1 at T = 1.5 K ) . A small,

constant measuring current (« 10 p.pj through the detectors results in an a.c-

voltage at the second-sound frequency, which is registered by means of a locV-

in amplifier.

IV.2 The calculated response of the resonator without flow

In order to compute the response of the resonator numerically from the

set of equations (III.32), values for the various complex quantities appearing

in these equations must be known. Earlier measurements with the same type of

resonators by IJsselstein et al. [3] and van der Boog et al. [4] have shown,
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that in the absence of flow, the damping is dominated by the effects of the

walls, i.e. the viscous dissipation within the viscous penetration depth 6

near the wall of the tube and the dissipation due to the thermal exchange with

the walls. Dissipative effects in the bulk liquid can be fully neglected.

The viscous dissipation is by far the largest. It enters into

eqs.(III.32) through the wavenumbers kn at the imposed frequencies co. These

wavenumbers are given by the dispersion relations k (u>) of eqs. (III.33). In

the absence of turbulent flow these relations will be identical for all six

tubes of the present device. The complex attenuation parameter p (w), which

represents the viscous dissipation, is very well known from literature (see

for instance ref.[4]). Up to second order in the small ratio

6 (ui)/R = (2r|A)p )'/R it is given by

The various quantities required to compute (3, from eq.(4) can be found in the

literature.

In order to obtain an estimate of the complex parameters @ (hi) and

K (its), which represent the thermal exchange with the walls in the calcula-

tions, we consider the heat-balance equation for a uniform piece of wall:

W W Ö t W

In this equation p , aw and K are the mass density, the specific heat and the

thermal conductivity of the wall material. Application to a flat wall of

thickness dw between liquid and vacuum yields for the energy flow rate into

unit area of wall:

in which T'e is the periodic variation of the wall temperature on the

liquid side, and 6 fW is the thermal penetration depth

2K

6 C(o; = f —)•'. (IV.7)

When the areal Kapitza conductance \ between the liquid and the wall is taken

into account, j (u,t) as expressed in the variation of the liquid temperature

4 A



becomes

3' ft) = ( — + ± T ) Tie -™- (IV.8)
\ \
K W

*
For the two limiting cases d << 6 and d >> 6 the areal conductance \ can

W W W W wbe approximated by

2

b) d » 6 : \ - C2 - i; T ^ = ̂ -=-t top a 6 . (IV.9b)
W h) h) O Ö W W Wa

When we first apply these results to the 0.5 mm thick walls of the reser-

voirs, it immediately follows from the thermal properties of stycast that the

condition d << 6 is fulfilled for the entire range of experimental frequen-
w w

cies, so that eq.(9a) can be used. The thermal effect enters into eqs.(III.34)
* *

via the complex volumes V which contain the parameters p . The latter are
related to X , as:

w

P L • -w1 h: {— + 1 * ) ~ i (iv.io)

with Avn the total area of the inner walls of reservoir n. A numerical

comparison of the contributions to the damping due to p and p, , for instance

by means of eq.(III.28), shows that, owing to the very small heat capacities
*

of the walls, the effect of p is fully negligible. We have therefore substi-
* v

tuted V for V in the computerprogram.

Next, applying the results to the case of the 0.2 mm thick stainless-

steel walls of the tubes shows that now 6w(ia) varies between d^ and Sd^ in the

experimental range of frequencies and bath temperatures. The situation is thus

intermediate between the limiting cases a) and b), but could be handled by the

computer, even when corrections for the curvature of the tube are taken into

account. It is, however, difficult to obtain accurate values for K (U) from

in view of the uncertainties in the thermal properties of the stainless-steel

tubes and in the values of the Kapitza conductance. In the computer program K:

is therefore used as a fitting parameter, to correct for the small differences



found between the calculated and the measured temperature response for the

frequency ranges around the highest resonance frequencies investigated. Since

the resonance curves are rather sharply peaked, the variation of K over their

width Aco (at -V/2 of the maximum height) was neglected in this fitting proce-

dure.

That the above fitting method can in fact only be justified for the

higher frequencies is due to the effect discussed in section III.3.1 for the

single damped oscillator. Also in eqs.(III.32) K enters both through the

complex cross-section A and the wavenumber k(uj given by eqs.(III.33). For

the Helmholtz frequencies ki « 1, so that in lowest order the two contribu-

tions again cancel each other. The fact that in the device the volumes of the

pipes are not that much smaller than those of the reservoirs, is the reason

that KCOJJ will have some detectable effect on the damping at the highest

Helmholtz frequencies. At these frequencies K(U>) will be still sufficiently

large in view of the frequency dependence considered in eq.(9). As shown in

section III.3.1, the damping of the organ-pipe resonances will be much more

sensitive to the value of K(M)'

The fitting of the calculated response to the measurements at the lower

frequencies is done by minor adjustments in the value of the real part of the

parameter p̂ . calculated from eq.(4). In table 2 the comparison between the

values for different frequencies and bath temperatures is presented. The

particular combinations of reservoirs, used for the excitation and detection

of the various resonances listed in Table 2, were chosen with the following

considerations in mind:

The most efficient way to excite a particular resonance is to supply the

power to the reservoir in which the largest temperature response is

expected.

- The temperature response of the reservoir in which the excitation takes

place should not be large for the nearby resonance frequencies.

Similar considerations prevail for the choice of the reservoir in which the

resonances are detected. Again the temperature response at the resonance

frequency should be large, while the response to the nearest resonances should

be as small as possible.

An example of a measured resonance curve is shown in fig.2. The calcu-

lated curve is scaled to the peak height. It fits the measured data very well.

Table 2 demonstrates that such excellent agreement is obtained for all reso-

nances investigated.



Resonance
number

I
II
IV
VI
4th

I
II
III
IV
V
VI

I
II
III
IV
V

V I u
4th

reservoir of

exci-
tation

3
5
5
3
5

1
1
5
5
5
3

1
5
3
5
5
3
5

detec-
tion

2
6
5
4
4

2
5
6
5
4

4

2
5
4
5
4
4
4

measured

% (Hz)

r-i.

4.68
13.48
31.16
70.6
137.9

r-i.

4.52
13.10
21.65
30.45
43.6
69.1

T = 1

4.12
12.1
20.2
28.4
40.7
64.7
126.7

AM

70 K.ti

0.061
0.0355
0.0288
0.0162
0.0154

505 K,TI

0.102
0.061
0.047
0.0385
0.0362
0.0273

.30 K, T)

0.217
0.117
0.090
0.075
0.065
0.052
0.052

Fitting parameters

• 1.29|i Pa.s

0.062
0.0357
0.0229
0.0151
0.0107

- 1.40n Pa.s

0.104
0.061
0.048
0.0389
0.0329
0.0260

= 1.61n Pa.s

0.223
0.122
0.091
0.076
0.063
0.0494
0.0348

-

-
-

0.008
0.0056

_

-
-
-

0.021
0.011

_

-
-
-

0.012
0.037
0.018

calculated

v (Hz)

4.68
13.54
31.25
70.8
138.2

4.54
13.18
21.72
30.59
43.8
69.4

4.12
12.2
20.2
28.5
40.8
64.7
126.4

0.062
0.0354
0.0229
0.0151
0.0107

0.110
0.062
0.047
0.0397
0.0329
0.0260

0.224
0.124
0.092
0.076
0.063
0.0494
0.0348

Table 2 Various measured and calculated resonance characteristics. The values of the fitting parame-
ters at the resonance frequencies are also presented.
Data for the six Helmholtz resonances (I-VI) are given as well as fov the 4*" higher eigen-
frequency, which corresponds to an organ-pipe resonance. For each resonance frequency^ data
for only one combination of reservoirs chosen for excitation and detection are listed; it was
verified that the fitting parameters obtained with different combinations are in mutual
agreement.



T™

19 20 21
v(Hz)

Fig. 2 Example of the close agreement obtained between the measured

and computed resonance peaks. The peak, height is scaled to

the data, the damping rate is obtained by fitting the width.

The location of the peak is determined by the dimensions.

First it can be noticed from the table that there is very close agree-

ment, better than 0.5%, between the measured resonance frequencies v (= w /Hv.)

and the values calculated without the use of adjustable parameters. These

frequencies are mainly determined by the geometrical dimensions of the device,

and to a lesser extent by the imaginary parts of the damping parameters. From

the latter only the largest, that of pfc given by eq.(4), has been included in

the computer program. The excellent agreement is only attained after applying

a small necessary correction to the lengths of the tubes. It accounts for end

effects arising from the matching between the waves in tubes and reservoirs.

An effective length JL + 2A, with 2A = 1 mm, has been used for each tube. The

correction has been derived for the case of ordinary sound by Ingard [5]. For

a tube of radius R coaxially connected to a cylindrical reservoir of radius

R' > 2.5 /?, A is given by:



A »|(J-J.2«f) (IV.12)

Since this derivation is based only on the wave character of sound it should

also be valid for the case of second sound. This could indeed be verified In a

separate experiment with a double second-sound Helmholtz resonator. In view of

the way in which the tubes are connected to the reservoirs, the fixed value

2A = 1 mm has been assumed here.

Secondly, in Table 2 the measured widths Ato/to of the resonance curves
v

are presented, together with the relevant damping parameters. For all reso-
rt *

nances at frequencies below 40 Hz, p and K are both taken identically zero,

the fitting is done solely by adjusting the real part p (w) of p (to,). For the

frequency dependence of (3 within the width of the resonance curves, that
v

described by eq.(4) has been assumed. The fitting is done by adjusting the

frequency independent value of 6 /to in such a way that the width of the com-

puted resonance curves matches the experimental data. The comparison made in

the table shows that in this way only minor adjustments had to be made in the

values of (3 (W obtained from the literature by means of eq.(4).

For the analysis of the response at frequencies above 40 Hz, the values

of |3,(W were calculated from literature, and the fitting was done by adjust-

ing K(U>), as discussed above. The numerical results in the table show the

strongly reduced influence of the parameter 2K/UI/? on the width of the Helm-

holtz resonance curves while its full value contributes to the width in case

of the organ-pipe resonances, occurring at about 130 Hz.

The values found for K in this way, are very well compatible with values

expected from the thermal properties of the stainless-steel tubes. Neverthe-

less, a close comparison should obviously not be made, in view of the arbitra-

ry choice made In the fitting procedure. The ambiguity in this procedure,

however, should not hinder the correct determination of the influence of

turbulence, the purpose of the present investigation. For that analysis it

merely matters whether the response without flow can be deduced correctly from

the measured results in the computer program. The method outlined above, with

the parameters collected in Table 2, therefore provides an adequate starting

point.
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CHAPTER V

MEASUREMENTS ON THE EFFECT OF TURBULENT THERMAL COUNTERFLOW ON THE RESPONSE

OF THE RESONATOR

V.I The Measuring method

The Influence of turbulent thermal counterflow on the response of the

resonator is investigated experimentally by its effect on the temperature

amplitudes in the reservoirs at the different resonance frequencies. In a few

cases checks of the consistency of the method were carried out by measuring a

complete resonance peak. During a particular measuring run, one of the reso-

nances is excited by supplying heat to a selected reservoir m at a fixed rate

P expf-iu) t) (in which u) is the resonance angular frequency) while step by

step the d.c. heat input into heater HQ is increased (see fig.IV.1). At each

step the temperature amplitudes T that result in reservoirs n are measured.

From the reduction of the ratios T /T , with T the temperature amplitude
mn mn ntn

in the absence of the flow, the additional damping caused by the turbulence

can be deduced. The measuring principle has previously been used in a double

Helmholtz resonator by IJsselstein et al. [1].

In the analysis of the experimental results it is assumed that the effect

of turbulence can be fully accounted for by adjusting the value of the real
A

part fi.do) of the damping parameter p.fW introduced in chapter III, which

represents the dissipation of second-sound energy Inside the tubes, so that

Pt(u) = ft(u) + P^u) • (V.I)

In eq.(l), (3, (W corresponds to the value of p.Co)/1 in the absence of flow, as

it is determined by the measurements described in chapter IV (see eq.(IV.4)

and table IV.2). Tt has been shown in ref. [1] that the effect of turbulence
*

on the imaginary part of p.fu^, which should show up as a shift in the reso-

nance frequency, remains extremely small and can be fully neglected. Besides,

the flow velocities of both the stationary flow and the second-sound waves

inside the relatively wide reservoirs remain sufficiently small to avoid addi-



tional damping in Che reservoirs.
t _

In order to deduce the values of p.fu ) for a certain resonance frequency
v from the particular measuring run, the ratios T /T are computed as func-v ° mw flaw r

tion of p from eqs.(III.32) and (III.33), using the parameters given in table

IV.2. An example of the results of such a computation is shown in fig.l, as

plots of T /T versus 6. for m = 5 and n = 1...6 . Comparison of the experi-
mn ittri t

mental values with such plots immediately yields values for p' (v ,V ) , and

provides a direct check for the mutual consistency of the results detected in

the different reservoirs.

30 h

r

— v =

3?=

-

1—

31.25 Hz
2 . 2 5 s-<

i

T

1

= 1.70 K

•

i

T 1
n = . 1

/ . 2~

/ /

^ r
4 _

I i

tp?
10 20 30

Pt(s-')
40 50

- 1 The computed temperature response in the six reservoirs as function of

the damping parameter p, , assumed to have the same value in all tubes.

The periodic heat is supplied to reservoir 5. The rena.rk.ably small

reduction in reservoir 4 is somewhat unusual. In general the reduction

increases with the distance to the reservoir in which the heating takes

place.

In view of the finite heating powers Q used for the excitation of the

second sound in reservoir m, the steady flow velocities in the tubes with

3 > m will be somewhat enlarged (~ 0.1 cm/s). In the computer calculations of

the response, an enhanced value of the variable parameter B! should therefore
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be substituted for these tubes. In first approximation the corrected value

will be given by

n

The value of the derivative in eq.(2), however, can only be found after the

function $L(v ) for the particular frequency and bath temperature has been

determined. In practice we therefore first determined uncorrected values for

$',(v ), straight from computed plots as presented in fig.l. The derivatives,

given by the slopes of the curves connecting these values, were then used to

obtain the enhanced values of p' by means of eq.(2). Subsequently the latter

were substituted for tubes 3 > m into the computer program. From the corrected

curves of T /T versus 6' obtained in this way, the final values for 8 ' (v )
ntn mn t t n

were deduced (it generally appeared to be unnecessary to repeat the first step

of the iteration process). Finally these values can be compared with the

values that can be derived from the mutual-friction force measured during

steady flow, according to the ideas outlined in chapter II. Furthermore a

comparison can be made with predictions from vortex models.

V.2 Experimental results

The measurements are carried out at the bath temperatures 1.30 K, 1.50 K

and 1.70 K and steady transport velocities of the normal fl-̂ id in the range

0 < y < 5 cm/s. Fig.2 shows the data on the steady temperature difference &T

between reservoir 1 and the bath, as function of ü induced with heater ff

while no second-sound signal is generated. The curves show the typical behav-

iour always observed for thermal counterflow, a laminar regime followed by a

steep rise of hT roughly with a cubic dependence on v . As appears from the
n

figure, A!7 during laminar flow could just not be resolved for these rather

wide tubes, in accordance with the expected maximum Poiseuille value of rough-

ly 17 |JK, attained for V = 2 cm/s at T = 1.30 K. By comparing the measured

temperature drops of fig.2 with those observed for reservoir 5 it has been

verified that AT7 is indeed proportional with the length of the flowpath.
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2 ïTze temperature differenae between reservoir 1 and the bath during

steady eounterflow. Some data for 1 = 1 .SO K shew that metastdble

laminar flow states aan be realized for v beyond its oritiaal value.



The turbulent flowstates that can be held responsible for the temperature

differences presented in fig.2, are the objects studied in the present inves-

tigation. At the bath temperatures of 1.30 K and 1.70 K extensive sets of

second-sound data have been obtained, taken for different resonance frequen-

cies and excited and detected in different reservoirs. At 1.50 K data have

been collected for only one frequency, namely that of the sixth Helmholtz

resonance at 69.2 Hz.

Fig. 3 Graphical illustration of the procedure used to calculate the damping

parameter P.Cv ) in quadrant I from the measured temperature amplitudes

represented in quadrant III. The curves in quadrant II correspond to

those of fig.l, either before or after correction (See text).

Examples of the measured changes in the temperature amplitudes are shown

for one particular resonance in the third quadrant of fig.3. The figure also

gives a graphical illustration of the procedure outlined in section 1, used

for the deduction of the values of B!(v ) at v - v from these data. First,
vt n r



preliminary values result in quadrant I when in quadrant II curves computed

with the same values of Pt for all tubes (as in fig.l) are used. From this

result the first-order correction described by eq.(2), is subsequently obtain-

ed*. Then the curves in quadrant II are replaced by their recalculated ver-

sions, and the corrected values for

example given in fig.3 actually corresponds to this second step

) at v = v appear in quadrant I. The
n r

0„ (ems')

Fig. 4 Examples of results obtained for the increment p!(v ) of 8, due to the
v n v

flow, before (open symbols) and after (closed symbols) correction. In

the region near the critical velocity the correction could not be wade

and only unaorrected values ave presented. This is presumably the ori-

gin of the stepwise increase shown by the run at T = 1.30 K, since the

width of the step agrees nicely with AÜ induced by the second-sound

heater in the downstream part of the flow path.

* Close to the "critical velocity" at which f>t(x>n) suddenly begins to rise the
correction is hard to obtain. This introduces some uncertainty in these data-
points.
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-t̂ . 5 Collection of all final results for p' versus v as obtained for the

bath temperatures T = 1.30 K (fig.5a) and T = 1.70 K (fig.Sb) . In

fig.5a it is shown that in some oases metastable flow states of zero

(or perhaps very low) turbulence are found. Only the data at T = 1.70 K

show a signifiaant dependence of p' on the measuring frequency.
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In fig.4, examples are given for each bafb temperature of the values of

&i(vnh obtained before and after the correction is applied. In view of these

results it was decided that a second step in the iteration process was not

needed.

As in fig.3, the data obtained for small u from different detection
n

reservoirs, are generally in good mutual agreement. Only for higher values of

v a clear spread between the datapoints occurs, always beginning at roughly

the same value of the parameter |3,/w => 0.2, thus where the quality factor of

the resonance has decreased to a value of about 2.5.

In fig. 5a all values of f!', obtained from different frequencies at

T = 1.30 K, have been plotted as function of V . Most datapoints are averages

of the values obtained from more than one detection and/or excitation reser-

voir. Fig.5b Is a similar plot for T = 1.70 K, while the results for

T = 1.50 K have already been presented in fig.4. Just beyond the critical

velocity in fig.5a some datapoints are shown that presumably correspond to the

metastable extension of the laminar flowstate, usually observed in thermal

coijnterflow experiments. In view of the observation of a finite value for f3',
t

however, the possibility of a state of very low turbulence cannot be fully

excluded.

V.3 Discuss'on of the experimental results

As appears from fig.5a the additional damping caused by turbulence at

T = 1.30 K is Independent of the frequency of the second-sound probe. The same

conclusion also really applies to the data obtained at T = 1.70 K shown in

fig.5b, at least within the region where p'/w < 0.1. This result explains the

reason why we have not carried out an extensive investigation on the frequency

dependence of p'fü ) at the intermediate bath temperature of 1.50 K, only the

data presented in fig.4 were collected.

The frequency independence of p' fu ) becomes perhaps the more remarkable

if one is reminded of the fact that f)' is deduced from the measurements by
7»

subtraction of p. according to eq.(l). In the absence of turbulent flow the

damping rate $^_(u>), as given in Table IV.2, varies almost proportionally with

ur' in the range 1.0 s < p^ < 15 s .It must be concluded that the viscous

damping, that takes place within the viscous penetration depth near the walls

of the flow tubes, is unaffected by the yvesenoe of turbulence. The pathologi-
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cal case that a frequency dependent part of the damping due to turbulence

fully compensates the changes in the viscous damping can be safely excluded.

In the light of the discussions presented in chapter II, it can further

be investigated whether or not the second-sound probes produced quantized

vortex lines in the above region where §! < 0.3 OJ. A direct comparison of the

P'-data must therefore be made with those on the mutual-friction force,
v

deduced from the steady counterflow measurements of fig.2. According to

eq.(II.5) and to the simple averaging procedure behind eq.(II.18) the vortex-

line density LQ can be deduced from p', for the case that L is not modulated

by the probing, through

K = ia Lo = i (V.3)

- 120

G„(cm s-')

Fig. 6 The vortex density LQ, ae obtained from the $'. values of fige.4 and 5

by means of eq.(3). The straight lines oovveepond to those of fig.7,

and are drawn to illustrate the agreement obtained between the tuo sets

of independent measurements'-



In fig.6 the results on L (v ) obtained in this way for the three bath temper-

atures have been collected. In these calculations the numerical values of the

mutual-friction parameter B recommended in ref. [2] have been used. Fig.7

gives the corresponding results for steady counterflow. This plot is obtained

from the data of fig.2 by first calculating the mutual-friction force density

Fgn from eq.(1.36) with the plausible assumption that the pressure drops along

the rather wide flowtubes can be fully neglected, and then again calculating

Lo from eq.(II.18):

L = 3 ^ ^
0 p <B IV

(V.4)

Fig. 7 The vortex densities LQ, as obtained from the steady-flow data of fig.2

by meane of eq.(4). The straight lines are drawn through the datapoints

in the region of fully developed turbulence (region Til in the

classification proposed by Tough [3]).
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As shown by the figures there is almost perfect agreement between the two

sets of data, from which the important conclusion can be drawn that at least

within the experimental range covered by figs.6 and 7, LQ is not modulated by

the second sound» presumably because the time constant involved In the vortex

production process is large compared to the period of the second sound. The

agreement is further emphasized by the straight lines drawn in the figures.

They represent fits through the data in fig.7 for steady flow at large y ,

where the turbulent flow states are "fully developed" (region Til in the

classification proposed by Tough [3]). They also fit the second-sound results

in fig.6 very well; the small deviations which become visible at the larger

values of v in the plot for T = 1.70 K, already showed up in fig.5b as a

frequency dependence of p'fü ) in the region where (3' > 0.1 u). We will shortly
t n t*

come back, to a discussion of this latter effect, first we like to make some

further comments on the frequency independent behaviour.

Firstly it is emphasized that the above comparison was made for two inde-

pendent sets of data obtained with the same flow tube. It is in fact the first

time that such a direct experimental verification has been made for the case

that the two flows are in parallel. In previous experiments a direct compari-

son was only made for the transverse case [4]; for the parallel configuration

the second-sound results were compared with steady-flow results obtained in

different flow tubes.

Secondly it is remarked that, though the comparison between figs.6 and 7

is made in terms of the vortex density LQ, the agreement will obviously not be

affected by the particular choice made for the numerical values of the S-para-

metars, used for the analysis of both cases, nor does it prove the validity of

the simple averaging procedure behind <;q.(3). Nevertheless, the values found

for L0(x>n) are in fair agreement with those found by others, while also their

variation withy is in agreement with the phenomenological relation (II.6),

with the intercept v = —%- vQ a few tenth of a cm/s . In fig.8 a more direct

quantitative comparison with experimental results obtained by others

[3,4,5,6,7] is given. This is done with a plot of the Gorter-Mellink constant

A(T), defined either by eq.(II.6) or by eq.(II.7). Values for A are obtained

directly from the data through either one of the relations:

-,. - ., (ft ,-- .yn to (v - v ) p (v - v )nK n no' ys^ n no'
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8 A comparison with various results on turbulent aounterflow reported in

literature, by means of a plot of the Gorter-Mellink parameter A(T).

Values for several flow tubes, obtained from steady flow data (alosed

symbols) or from second-sound probing (open symbols) have been

collected.

O Vinen [4], rectangular cross-section, 2.4 mm x 6.4 mm

A Wiarda [?], i.d. 2.0 mm.

7 Wiarda [7], i.d. 1.0 mm.

o This research, i.d. 1.39 mm.

• Martin and Tough [5], i.d. 1.0 mm.

• v.d. Heijden [6], i.d. 0.294 mm.

T Childers and Tough [3], i.d. 0.131 mm.

The dashed line corresponds to the calculated values of A in the theory

of Schaars 181.
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The fair agreement found between the various data obtained with different flow

tubes is clearly demonstrated by this plot. It is also demonstrated in the

figure that the values predicted by the calculations of Schwarz [8], which are

represented by the dashed curve, give a fair description.

The general quantitative consistency of the two sets of results is in

fact somewhat surprising. In the picture of che vortex tangle many reasons for

quantitative discrepancies can be thought of. For instance, caused by a possi-

ble difference in the velocity distribution in a cross-section of the flow

tube, which would lead to a different sampling of the vorticity by the two

phenomena. The conclusion may perhaps be drawn that also during thermal coun-

terflow in region Til, the velocity profile of the normal fluid transport

remains flat, as was actually observed recently in a wide flow tube [9].

Another cause for a discrepancy between the two ways of sampling, would

have been the expected drift of the vortex tangle with respect to the super-

fluid, resulting from the curvature of the vortex lines. For steady flow a

constant drift velocity must be expected, which will have its effect on the

rate of momentum transfer between the superfluid and the normal flow. It is

not immediately clear how this phenomenon will affect the scattering of the

second sound, whether or not the drift-velocity v.'iil for instance be modulated

by the sound. The observed agreement demonstrates that the effect on the

momentum transfer remains too small to be detected in the present experiments.

We now turn the attention to the frequency dependent part of the observed

behaviour. Two possible causes of a frequency dependence will be considered.

Firstly the weak frequency dependence of the B-parameter observed in rotating-

bucket experiments [10,11], which is attributed to the scattering process of

the second-sound waves at the individual vortex-line elements. Secondly that

connected to the production process of vorticity, which will lead in principle

to a frequency dependent modulation of the vortex density.

In the rotating-bucket experiments at 7 = 1.9 K of ref. [11], B was

reported to vary from 0.815 at 50 Hz to 0.935 at 1000 Hz. These results were

corroborated by the results of ref. [10] in the frequency range

400 Hz - 1700 Hz, and by the tentative explanation of the effect proposed by

Hall and Vinen already in 1956 [12]. They attributed the frequency dependence

to the drag on the normal fluid exerted by the vortex line in a region deter-

mined by the viscous penetration depth 6 (<Ü). HOW to extrapolate B(u) to the
Tl

still lower frequencies used in the present experiments presents a problem.

Vinen [13] Introduced a cut-off for 6 (W at the lowest frequencies, leaving,



for our experimental range, only room for a frequency dependence that is very

weak indeed. This is supported by the experimental results obtained for zero

frequency at T = 1.3 K in ref. [14]. The effect could perhaps be responsible

for the width of the data bands in figs.5a and 5b, but this cannot be decided

with the present measuring accuracy. We therefore decided to ignore a possible

frequency dependent value of Band to use the values, recommended in ref. [2]

for the analysis of all data*.

The clear frequency dependence of the damping obtained at J1 = 1.70 K in

the region of fully developed turbulence (~ V > 1 cm/s in fig.5b) is most

likely due to vorticity production by the second-sound probe, affecting the

damping in the way described by relation (11.10). Nevertheless, it cannot be

fully excluded that, due to the poor quality of the resonances at the high

values of P+Ao (> 0.15) involved, the computations of the damping from the

measurements is no longer very reliable. An indication for this is the spread

at higher V of the values of (3. obtained from different detection reservoirs,

as is for instance shown in fig.3. The data on the separate branches for each

frequency in fig.5b, correspond to averages.

The observed behaviour, however, is also very well compatible with the

vorticity production models of Vinen [13] and of Geurst [16], which are

governed by the dynamic equations (11.20) respectively (11.22). We already

showed in chapter II that in both models the time constant T,, connected with

the vorticity production, varies inversely proportional to the vortex density

and is estimated to be of the order of one second when Lo = 10 m . This

implies that when in the experiment the value of ~v is steadily increased, x,
n u

will decrease and become comparable to the second-sound period 2n/u so that a

modulation of the vorticity will set in. This modulation will manifest itself

as an increase of the damping**. For each bath temperature one can thus expect

* In the experimental study of steady turbulent flow by means of transverse
second sound of frequency 23 kHz reported in ref. [15], the frequency depend-
ence of the S-values was also ignored. If it would have been taken into
account, however, the conclusions about the drift velocity of the vortex
tangle would have changed dramatically.

** In view of the roughly cubic dependence of the momentum exchange on the
relative velocity, the damping level can be expected to increase eventually by
about a factor of three, when L varies quasistatically with the second-sound
flow velocities. Such a large damping cannot be studied with a resonance
technique due to the correspondingly large reduction of the quality of the
resonances.
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the additional increase of the damping to begin at a fixed onset value of

L /to. This is indeed what is observed in fig.5b, the separate branches for

each frequency start to deviate from the main curve roughly at a fixed value

of p'A> (*> 0.15), whereas

P' 2
— = jr KBL/m . (V.6)
(0 o O

An estimation, based on a comparison of the four separate branches of fig.5b

with the dynamic equations (11.20) or (11.22) (see Appendix), yields
7 -2

L ij. a 5 x 10 s m . From this one finds for the Vinen parameter x# [13]

respectively the Geurst parameter x [16], according to

O L %2K XK

the value \. = 2% -2.5 when T = 1.70 K. In view of the many uncertainties

involved in a comparison with the results obtained by others by means of quite

different measuring techniques, this value seems rather satisfactory. Vinen

[13] obtained the values \2 = 1.1 +0.1 and %2 = 0.2 +0.1 from his

observations of the processes by which vorticity builds up, respectively

decays. Donnelly et al. [17] deduced the value %2 = lm2 ± °*2 a t T = 1 - 6 5 K

from their measurements of the line-density fluctuation spectrum induced by

the application of velocity fluctuations.

The finding that in the present experiment at T = 1.30 K no frequency

dependence is observed can be accounted for by the fact that at this lower

temperature the experiment covers a smaller range of £0-values (see figs.6),

while moreover, according to the measurements of Vinen [13] the value of the

ratio B/%2 increases by more than a factor of two from 1.0 at t = 1.7 K to 2.2

at T = 1.30 K. This leads to an onset value p' » 0.3 <o at T = 1.30 K, since

according to eqs.(6) and (7)

so that the quality of the resonances becomes too poor to allow for a proper

determination of pf from the measurements. For this reason no data were taken

at these high values of p', with the exception of the runs at v = 4.12 Hz. It



is rather surprising that these latter data remain close to the common curve,

but we will consider this an artefact of the analysis.

In conclusion we can state that there are strong indications that the

enhanced damping at the higher values of PlA> is due to the modulation of the

vortex density by the second-sound probe. An accurate quantitative analysis of

the effect, however, cannot be made unfortunately, because the correspondingly

poor quality of the resonances severely restricts the measuring accuracy for

the determination of the damping rates.
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Appendix

In order to obtain an approximate expression for the enhancement of the damp-

ing caused by vortex production, one can use the dynamic equations (11.20) or

(11.22), proposed by Vinen [13] respectively by Geurst [16] as a starting

point. These equations can be written in the reduced form:

0 ° VnS °
respectively

T a T T « « O r 9

ij OLi h ( 716 \a /Jj \o / » n \

T-öt= — ^ ~ (z~) (A-2)
0 vns °

where the constant coefficients of (11.20) and (11.22) have been replaced by

expressions in the relaxation time xr[xrL = respectively xrL = — 1 and
LK L o XoK L o xK

in the vortex density Lo that belongs to the steeiy-flow velocity V . When
both equations are linearized for small variations v = v + v' and corre-

ns ns ns
spondingly L = L + L', they both obtain the form

(A.3>
O
V
ns

For the case of periodic variations of v' ~ e U eq.(A.3) yields for the

variations L' in the vortex density

L' "• L' ns
L . . 2 2 -o
0 1 + w XL Vne

(A.4)

In view of relations (II.5), (11.10) and (V.3), the dispersion relation for

the second sound now becomes

(A.5)

The complex second-sound velocity Kg contains all contributions to the attenu-

ations already present in the absence of the steady flow. The parameter p'*,

that accounts for the influence of turbulence on the second sound propaga-

tions, is defined by

2
Cl)

k2

1 -1 i

"2
2\1 •

1 + 2 2
u V,

j

ft 7



to = Ugk - ifi'* . (A.6)

From eq. (A.5) one thus obtains for the dampingrate p?( = i?ep'*)

p' = p ' [l + 2 . A{1 + 2 -^2. k ) (A.7)
1 + 00 T. 2 + 0) T,

with p' = -x KB£ , the value in the limit that ooxr + » In which case no modu-
tO 0 0 Li

lation of the vorticity occurs. In order to compare the result with the data

on the separate branches in fig.5b, we can write for the enhancement
A(3' = p ! - p ' :t t to

AP; p' Jxf + 3

P T - -7-2-2 V + -? -, -TT77) • -̂8>
Expanding eq.(A.8) in powers of (LOT.,) , which is a small quantity in the

regions near the foot of the curves where the vorticity modulation first

becomes observable, renders

É. - 9 to 1 . 2 n{ 1 s .
~Q~' ~ ij oox 2 2 >• 3' (&•?)
tO L 0J X j. (b)X ~)

Using the definition of p' and keeping in mind that L %. should be a
VO O L

constant, eq.(A.9) is rewritten as

Ap; , . „c , .

WpJi&r rilyto o L I t rO L

which shows that in a plot of the experimental values of u)(Ap'/2p' )^ versus
t to

LQ (as it can be derived from fig.5b) all data should be well approximated by

one common straight line through the origin. From the slope of this line a

value of L %T, and consequently of the x-parameters, follows. In fig.9 the
O u

actual plot for 1 - 1.70 K is presented. It shows that the above behaviour is

indeed observed. The slope renders the values already mentioned in section

V.3, namely L ir = 5 * 10 s m" and x9 = %X - 2.5.
O U Ö
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Fig. 9 Colleation of the frequency dependent increments of p' deduced from the

data of fig.5b. They ave attributed to vortioity modulation by the

second-sound pvobe. From the slope of the straight line, the vortioity

relaxation time iT (L ) and the x-parameters are obtained according to
h O

eq.(A.lO).
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PART II

FOURTH SOUND AND SUPERFLUID FLOW IN A LONG AND
VERY NARROW GLASS TUBE



CHAPTER VI

A FOURTH-SOUND OSCILLATOR OF ADJUSTABLE FREQUENCY

VI.1 Introduction

As explained in Che general inCroductioa presented in chapter I of this

thesis, the fourth-sound phenom-non in helium II can only occur when the dia-

meter of the wave guide is much smaller than the viscous penetration depth

6 = /( 2T]/OOP J . Fourth-sound experiments can therefore only be done at suffi-

ciently low frequencies and/or sufficiently narrow flow tubes. In most of the

experiments reported in literature, the fourth-sound signals propagate through

fine, porous materials. Although these so—called superleaks, with their very

narrow pores, offer certain advantages, the analysis of the results is hinder-

ed by the unknown, complex structure of the flow path. In the experiment of

Hartoog et al. [1,2] this complication is avoided, the fourth-sound waves

travel along the well-defined geometry of narrow tubes. These tubes were used

as organ-pipes and the attenuation rate of fourth sound was determined by

measuring the decay rate of standing waves excited in the tubes. In order to

fulfil the low frequency requirement, the tubes were given lengths of more

than 100 m, resulting in oscillation frequencies between 0.1 Hz - 1.0 Hz. For

the two tubes that were investigated, having inner diameters of 0.24 mm and

0.17 mm, the observed attenuation could be attributed almost oompJ.etely to

viscous dissipation, caused by the residual motion of the normal fluid*. The

other contributions to the damping of the oscillations, caused by the irre-

versible exchange of heat with the wall and by intrinsic dissipation inside

the liquid, could not be resolved from the measurements.

* In the original report [2] the i.d. of the copper tube was thought to be
0.13 ram Instead of the here reported 0.24 mm. The correction of this error
leads to nice agreement between the calculated viscous attenuation and the
measuring data.
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The tube geometry offers in principle the possibility to probe superfluid

turbulence set up in narrow tubes by means of fourth sound, complementary to

and in analogy with the probing by second sound in wide tubes discussed in

part I. The viscous damping, dominating in the absence of flow, can be further

suppressed by using still lower frequencies and/or still narrower tubes than

were used in refs.[l,2].

We decided to use a low-frequency single Helmholtz-oscillator with a long and

extremely narrow tube. The oscillator is normally placed inside a vacuum can.

In order to study the damping as a function of frequency, one of the walls of

the reservoir is formed by a flexible membrane. The Helmholtz frequency can be

varied by varying the force exerted on the membrane from outside the cryostat

by means of a rod. In this way not only the volume of the reservoir, but more

effectively also the tension of the membrane can be adjusted.

Owing to the possibility of changing the volume, one can also use the device

to study the properties of steady mass flow set up in the long capillary,

instead of using it as an oscillator. In view of the dimensions of the tube,

such a study will be restricted to almost pure superfluid flow, the transport

velocity of the normal component remaining practically zero.

VI.2 Experimental set-up

A schematic drawing of the fourth-sound oscillator is presented in

fig.la. The glass capillary C has a length of 6.85 m, an Inner diameter of

27 |̂ m and an outer diameter of 0.6 mm. It is wound into a coil. On one end it

Is connected to the reservoir R, which is provided with the pressure trans-

ducer P, the carbon thermometer T mounted in the liquid and the heater The

upper part of the reservoir has cylindrical symmetry and is shaped as shown in

fig.lb, where, for clarity, the height is drawn large in proportion to the

width. The copper reservoir is closed on top by a Kapton (polyimide) foil of

thickness 50 urn, which is glued to its upper outer rim with Stycast 1266. The

figure also shows tha rigid rod that is used to press down the central section

of the Kapton membrane. This rod is connected to the lid of the vacuum can by

means of a bellows, so that it ^an be moved up and down from outside the cryo-

stat. Using a measuring gauge on top of the cryostat its vertical position can

be accurately reproduced.



kapton foil

Fig- la Schematic drawing of the fourth-sound oscillator. C represents the

glass capillary of 6.85 m length and 27 \an inner diameter. The reser-

voir (R) is provided with a. heater (H), a thermometer (T) and a pres-

sure transducer (P). The bellows construction allows the Kapton mem-

brane to be pressed down by the rigid rod.

b The upper part of the reservoir in more detail; the height is drawn

large in proportion to the width for clarity. The way in which the rod

seizes the membrane is also shojfn.

The effect of pressing down the rod is not only the reduction of the

volume of the reservoir, but also the increase of the tension in the membrane

so that it becomes stiffer. The latter effect is strongly enhanced by the

simultaneous reduction of the free surface area of the membrane caused by the

special shape given to the bottom of the reservoir. In the next chapter it

will be derived how the resulting increase of the Helmholtz frequency is

determined by the changes in volume and stiffness.

The glass standpipe at the other end of capillary C has an inner diameter

of 2.52 mm. The liquid in the standpipe is in good thermal contact with the

surrounding bath, by means of a copper bellows heat exchanger. The height of

the free liquid level in the standpipe is read by means of a cathetometer.
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VI.3 The aeasureaents of the pressure variations

VI.3.1 The construction of the pressure gauge

The pressure in the reservoir is measured capacitively with the pressure

transducer sketched in fig.2. The capacitance is formed by the upper one of

1 cm

KAPTON

Fig. 2 The pressure transducer. The open connection of the space between foil

and upper plate with the surroundings is not shown.

two copper plates and the thin copper layer tha,t covers the upper side of a

flexible membrane mounted between the two. The latter is made of Contiflex GT

5550, a polyester foil of 25 |̂ m thickness clad on both sides with a 17.5 (im

copper layer. All copper is etched away, except for a circular section in the

centre of the upper side and a connecting narrow strip for the contact lead.

The foil is glued under stress against the bottom plate, again using Stycast

1266. The unwanted capacitance between the two thick plates is kept small by

the use of a 125 ^m thick Kapton spacer.

The space between the membrane and the upper plate is in open connection

with the surroundings, while the space below the membrane is connected to the

reservoir R by means of a narrow tube.

The maximum sensitivity of the pressure gauge is determined by the maxi-

mum pressure difference to be measured through the requirement that the plates

are obviously not allowed to touch each other. Since in the adiabatic case,
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the pressure in the reservoir is measured against vacuum, the maximum pressure

will be somewhat larger than the saturated vapour pressure, which at T
A.

amounts to about 5 kPa. Clearly, the sensitivity is determined by the stress

in the foil. Unfortunately, the variation of this stress upon cool down is

rather unpredictable, so that the desired sensitivity can only be found

through trial and error.

VI.3.2 The measurements of the capacitance

For the accurate registration of the variations in the capacitance of the

pressure transducer, these variations are transformed into frequency shifts of

an LC-circuit. For this purpose we copied the oscillator circuit, developed by

Van Degrift [3]. This circuit is shown in fig.3a. Its power is supplied by a

direct-current source at room temperature. It contains a tunnel diode which

acts as a negative differential resistance to cancel the losses of the tuned

circuit. The diode is mounted inside the helium bath, as closely as possible

near the transducer C(p) In order to reduce unwanted Interference that would

be caused by long connecting leads. In fig.3b two current-voltage characteris-

tics of the tunnel diode (type BD-5, General Electric Company) are shown, as

they are measured at room temperature as well as at helium temperatures. The

coil is formed by 170 turns of copperwire, wound over a length of ~ 20 mm onto

a quartz tube of outer diameter 8.35 mm. This construction is chosen in order

to ensure that the self inductance L « 90 \*B will vary as little as possible.

For optimal performance, the tapping fraction of the coil is fixed at 20%. By-

pass capacitor Cg is so large that it appears nearly as a short circuit at the

operating frequency ƒ, which is approximately equal to ƒ = [2n/LC] . Resist-

or Rj serves to aid in the high-frequency isolation of the circuit. Owing to

the small coupling capacitor Ca , only a small portion of the signal Is used

for registration by the room temperature electronics. For a complete descrip-

tion of the oscillator circuit che reader is referred to ref.[3].
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Fig. Sa Oeaillatcr circuit of the pressure transducer (C(p)). The variable

resistor serves to vary the bias current,

b The current-voltage characteristics of the BD-5 tunnel diode.

VI.3.3 The frequency measuring electronics

The block diagram of the measuring system is shown in fig.4. The signal,

of 0-1 mV - 1 mV, having a frequency of about 4 MHz, is amplified to ~ 1 V

before it is mixed with a similar signal of almost the same frequency obtained

from a reference oscillator. The frequency of the resulting low frequency sig-

nal, which varies linearly with the pressure, is measured with a timer-counter

combination H.P. 5300B + 5308A. It can be monitored directly on an x - t

recorder by means of an H.P. 5311 digital-analogue converter.
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Figr. 4 Block diagram of the electronic measuring system of the pressure

transducer.

VI.3.4 The performance of the pressure gauge

An accurate measurement of the pressure requires that the frequency of

the oscillator is almost fully determined by the value of the capacitance

C(p) , i.e. that it is not affected by other parameters such as the bath

temperature or the direct bias current Ii.

The sensitivity to the temperature is tested with a fixed capacitor

replacing C(p). The change in the measured frequency upon changing the temper-

ature over the experimental range from 1.3 K to 2.0 K appeared to be smaller

than 4 p.p.m.

The sensitivity to the bias current that passes through the tunnel diode

is demonstrated in fig.5. The variable resistor (see fig.3a) is used to vary

the bias current around the working point for optimum performance, i.e. the

inflection point of the negative slope of the current-voltage curve (fig.3b).

The corresponding variation of the measured frequency shows that for the

current stability better than 1 \ik that is realized in practice, the frequency

changes remain smaller than 2 p.p.m.
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Fig. 5 Sensitivity of the oscillation frequency of the airau.it to the bias

current through the tunnel diode.

Before the transducer was mounted in the fourth-sound device its capaci-

tance was measured directly with a capacitance bridge- At a surrounding

temperature of 77 K it had the value ~ 10 pF with a pressure sensitivity of
—4

1.7 x 10 pF/Pa. After mounting, the oscillation frequency was found to be

about 4 MHz, roughly 20% lower than expected, presumably due to parasitic

capacitance. The measured sensitivity at low temperatures was found to change

appreciably the first few times the system was recycled to room temperature

and back. Later it remained constant and reproducible within 5% at the value

of 27.7 Hz/Pa.
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CHAPTER VII

THE ACOUSTICAL PROPERTIES OF THE FOURTH-SOUND OSCILLATOR

In the sections 1 and 2 of this chapter the acoustical properties of the

oscillator in the absence of steady flow in the tube are presented. In section

3 the shortcomings of the present device for use as a probe of turbulence are

discussed and a number of modifications in the design are suggested to remedy

this situation.

VII.1 The Belnholtz frequency in the absence of flow

VII.1.1 Measuring results

Measurements of the frequency of free Helmholtz oscillations in the

temperature range between 1.3 K - 2.1 K have been carried out under adiabatic

(with vacuum can) as well as under isothermal (vacuum can removed) conditions.

When reservoir and capillary are completely filled with liquid, an oscillation

can be started by lightly touching the part of the rigid rod outside the

cryostat. An example, performed under adiabatic conditions at T = 1.60 K with

the flexible Kapten membrane pressed down into its lowest position, is

presented in fig.l. The figure shows that the periodic variations of the pres-

sure in the reservoir are easily resolved by the pressure transducer, but that

the corresponding temperature variations remain very small and cannot be

determined with great accuracy in view of the background noise of the carbon

thermometer. The collections of data obtained for both adiabatic and isother-

mal conditions, have been plotted in fig.2. All these data were obtained with

the rod in the lowest position. Remarkably little difference is found between

the isothermal and adiabatic results. The rather large scatter between data

obtained at different measuring days presumably reflects the strong variation

of the frequency with the amount of tension in the membrane, observed for this
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Fig, I An example of a fourth-sound osaillation undev adiabatia aonditions,

registered by the pressure transducer and the thermometer in the reser-

voir. The red is held in its lowest position.
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Fig. 2 Osaillation frequencies as measured under adiabatia and isothermal aon-

ditions. The vod is held in its lowest position. The full line repre-

sents the isothermal aase as calculated from eq.(4) with T' =* 0. It is

fitted to

U2g/V = 8.2

the measuring

10* m s '

points by means of the fixed value

The dashed line represents the adiabatic aase

calculated from eq.(6) using the same value for u /V.
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extreme position as is shown by fig.3. In this figure the variation of the

"adiabatic" frequency with the displacement of the rod is presented for three

different bath-temperatures.
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Fig. 3 Oeeillation frequencies measured under adidbatic conditions as function

of the position of the rod. The calculated values are presented by the

three lines.

VII.1.2 Theoretical values

A full calculation of the damped oscillations that can be excited In the

single Helmholtz device could of course be carried out in analogy with the

derivation for the case of second sound presented In chapter III. The linear-

ized balance equations of the reservoir (now taking Into account the flexibil-

ity of its walls) must therefore be matched with the solution for the sound

waves in the capillary. Again the calculations can already be made much

simpler by neglecting the extremely small effects due to thermal expansion. An

even greater simplification is obtained, however, when also all damping
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effects are ignored, which implies a.o. the assumption that Vn is zero. The

mass balance for the reservoir (of volume V) than reads as

dP

In which u represents the effective compressibility of the reservoir
6

Eq.(l) must be combined with the linearized equation of motion for the super-

fluid in the tube (of cross-sectional area A)

dv' |i ' P' psT'

In writing down eq.(3) it is used that the variations of pressure and tempera-

ture at the open end of the tube are zero, and that, in view of the low fre-

quencies involved (fig.2), the fourth-sound wavelength is so much larger than

the tube length, that the gradients in chemical potential along the tube will

be practically constant*. From eqs.(l) and (3) the angular frequency of the

oscillations becomes

2 Ps A 2 ,,

For the isothermal case T' = 0, while for the adiabatic case the ratio psT'/P'

follows from the linearized entropy balance of the reservoir, which reads as:

sV V , aV v _ n
-1 W +

 7T
 ps W " °

ue

If the presumably very small difference between the isothermal and adiabatic
2

values of u is neglected, one obtains:

2

2 2 ,.. , s2T 1 ^ 2 /, . Pn U20-,

ue S Ue

* It will be discussed in section VII.2 that in general this approximation
cannot be made for the separate gradients in pressure and temperature. This is
due to the occurrence of the viscous, non-propagating fifth-sound mode,
required by the boundary conditions between tube and flexible reservoir.



VII.1.3 Comparison between theory and experiment

For a proper comparison of the experimental data with theory, accurate

values for the various device parameters need to be known. Such values are

somewhat difficult to be had; particularly those for the volume V and effec-

tive compressibility u of the reservoir at different positions of the rod.

They could be determined 'y independent measurements only with rather poor

accuracy.

Before making the full comparison, the variation with temperature of the

measured frequencies presented in fig.2, will be checked independently. With

the rod fixed in its lowest position, eq.(4) predicts that in good approxima-

tion the isothermal values should vary as (p /p) •", since the device parameters

can be expected to be practically constant. The latter include the effective

compressibility of the reservoir, since

e 10 K

and neither the velocity of first sound UJQ > nor the flexibility of the mem-

brane expressed by the speed u , will vary significantly over the entire

temperature region. The above prediction is confirmed by the close fit shown

in fig.2, where the full curve represents fp /p) ' scaled to the isothermal
s

data. From the scaling follows a value of the adjustable parameter
2 9 —1 —2
u /V = 8.1 x 10 m s - A rather rough estimate of the value of Vm (the

smallest volume of the reservoir, attained when the rod is in its lowest posi-

tion) is obtained from the amount of helium that can be admitted to the reser-

voir during the filling process. One finds

Vm = (1.2 ± 0.2) x 10~7m3.

2 3 2—2
It then follows that u = 1.0 x 10 m s , a much smaller value than
2 4 2 -2 e

UJQ « 5.3 x 10 m s , which demonstrates that even in the lowest position of

the rod, the Helmholtz frequency is still largely determined by the flexibili-

ty of the membrane, rather than by the compressibility of the liquid in V

itself.

Now turning the attention to the corresponding adiabatic results present-

ed in fig.2, the dashed curve Is derived from the full curve by means of

eq.(6). Clearly a stronger deviation from the isothermal results Is predicted
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at the higher temperatures than is found experimentally. There seems to be no

clear-cut explanation for this discrepancy. The recorder traces for T' and P',

as presented in fig.l, shew that the temperature variations, which true enough

cannot be determined very accurately, appear to be compatible with the magni-

tude and phase predicted by eq.(5). The data are therefore also in apparent

conflict with the rather more general relation (4). The coincidence that the
2

values of u for the two cases are significantly different, in such a way that

the thermal effect is practically cancelled, can safely be ruled out. Never-

theless, we will not conclude that the discrepancy is due to some inadequacy

of the given two-fluid description, but rather attribute it to some experimen-

tal error. This could for instance be the rather poor reproducibility of the

experimental conditions between measuring days, particularly for the case in

question in which the membrane is stretched into its lowest position.

0.5 1.0
nod position ( m m )

.5

Fig. 4 Change of the volume of the reservoir observed under adiabatic condi-

tions by changing the position of the vod. The bath temperature is

1.7 K. Vm£n has the estimated value of 0.12 art? that corresponds to the

lowest (zero) position of the rod. The arrow indicates the position

beyond which the membrane is no longer pressed down by the rod. 'Ilie

drawn curve is calculated from the geometrical dimensions of the

device.



For the comparison of the frequencies obtained adiabatically for differ-

ent positions of the rod (see fig.3), independent measurements of the varia-
2

tions in V and u had to be performed. The changes in V observed upon changing

the position of the rod are presented in fig.4. They are obtained by catheto-

meter readings of the changes in the height of the liquid level in the glass-

standpipe of known cross-sectional area. The drawn curve in the figure is

calculated from the geometrical shape of the reservoir, neglecting the effect

of pressure. At positions above 1.0 mm the rod no longer touches the membrane.

The compressibility of the reservoir has been determined in a similar

way, now by measuring the amount of liquid &(pV) displaced from the stand pipe

when the pressure in the reservoir is increased by the amount AP. Under

adiabatic conditions the latter can be increased by known amounts by means of

the heater in the reservoir, since a small d.c.-heating power will lead to

steady pressure and temperature drops along the flow tube. In the regime of

laminar counterflow these drops will be related by:

AP = peAr (VII.8)

The increase of the pressure in the reservoir thus follows immediately from

the measured rise in temperature (the rather trivial correction for the

changes in hydrostatic pressure due to the small changes of the levelheight in

the standpipe can be neglected). Ratios h(pV)/&P have been obtained in this

way for three different bath temperatures. They are presented in fig.5 as a
o 2

plot of V/pu (which equals - A(pV7/AP according to relation (2)). The rather
6 P

large vertical error bars are due to the fact that AP produces only small

liquid displacements corresponding to changes in levelheight in the range

0.02 mm - 2 mm. The data show no significant dependence on temperature, which

justifies the intuitive assumption made for the analysis of the data in fig.2.

Moreover, the value at the intersection with the vertical axis of fig.5, is
2 9 — 1 —2

very well compatible with the value u /V = 8.1 x 10 m s , obtained from
the match for the isothermal data of fig.2. Values of u /V, corresponding to

6

smooth fits through the data of fig.5, have been substituted into eq.(6) to

obtain the three curves of fig.3. The deviations of the data from these

curves, occurring particularly at higher frequencies, can presumably again be

attributed to the poor reproducibility of the experimental conditions In this

region.
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Fig. 5 The effective aomp-peer.fbility of the reservoir at different positions

of the vod measured under adiabatia conditions.

It is finally mentioned that the values of AP used for the determination

of the effective compressibility, were used at the same time for the calibra-

tion of the pressure transducer, yielding the sensitivity of 27 Hz/Pa mention-

ed already in section VI.5.

VII.2 The daaplng of the oscillations in the absence of flow

VII.2.1 Measuring results

The example run presented in fig-1 shows a fairly regular decay of the

oscillation, followed by a noisy behaviour during which the pressure amplitude
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varies apparently at random. In fig.6 the initial decay of this run Is plotted

on a logarithmic scale. These data show that for a large part of this run a

well-defined constant damping rate (3 is found. Fig.7 shows the collection of

damping rates obtained in this way for both series of measuring runs, also

presented in fig.2. Unfortunately no reliable data of P could be collected for

the runs shown in fig.3, since with the rigid rod adjusted into a higher posi-

tion the signal to noise ratio became prohibitively small.

All attempts to remedy this situation failed. One would expect that the

noisy behaviour is caused either by mechanical vibrations or by fluctuations

in the temperature of the bath. The noise level could not be reduced however,

by switching off the motor pump for the vacuum can, nor by suppressing the

formation of vapour bubbles in the liquid nitrogen contained in the outer

dewar of the helium cryostat. Besides, the temperature of the helium bath was

already kept constant to within ± 10 (iK , so that a significant further

improvement world not be simple to obtain.

It was therefore reluctantly decided to restrict the damping measurements

to the one position of the rod and thereby to give up the original objective

responsible for the particular design of the device, namely the investigation

of the damping behaviour as function of frequency.

VII.2.2 Theovetiaal prediction

As in the case of second sound treated in Part I of this thesis, the

fourth-sound oscillations will also drive several dissipatlve processes. All

of these will contribute to the observed damping rates. One can again distin-

guish between intrinsic contributions, stemming from the entropy produced

Inside the liquid in the capillary, and external contributions caused by the

Irreversible exchange of energy between the liquid and its surroundings. From

the large difference between the results of the two series of measurements

shown In fig.7 it appears that the thermal conditions imposed on tube and

closed reservoir are of prime importance. It can further be expected that from

the intrinsic contributions the one caused by shear viscosity will be the

leading one.

In the present section we will discuss these various contributions, first

for the isothermal case and than for the somewhat more complicated adiabatic

case. It will be shown that for the latter, due to the boundary conditions
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presented by the flexible reservoir, the fourth-sound mode will drive a criti-

cally attenuated fifth-sound wave in the narrow tube. The effect is the

analogue of the one occurring in wider tubes, where arbitrary end conditions

in general give rise to a coupling between first- and second-sound modes in

the tube. The calculations will be carried out using the so-called "driving-

wave method" [1]. This method can be applied as long as the net damping rate p

remains sufficiently small ((3 << « ) , a condition which appears to be fulfilled

in the present experiment, as becomes clear from a comparison of the results

of figs.2 and 7. One starts from the solutions obtained by ignoring all damp-

ing (here the solutions of section 1.2), which drive the various dissipative

processes. The damping rates are then deduced from the mean rate of entropy

production <S>. by means of the relation:

T<S>
1

In eq.(9) E is the mechanical energy of the fourth-sound Helmholtz-oscilla-

tion, which in terms of the superfluid velocity amplitude v in the tube
8

becomes

a
ƒ

3=0
E = A ƒ %p (vmrdB (VII.10)

S S

A full expose of the various contributions to the damping of fourth sound has

been given in refs.[l] and [2]. Here we will restrict the discussion to the

contributions due to the shear viscosity in the tube, and to thermal effects

in the resevoirs at both ends of the tube. It can be estimated directly from

the work of refs.[l] and [3], that under the present experimental conditions

internal contributions due to thermal conductivity and second viscosity can be

fully ignored. The same applies to the external damping due to thermal

exchange through the wall of the tube.

The mean rate of viscous dissipation in the tube of the Helmholtz oscil-

lator should be well described by

<E>. = -T<S >, = -A ƒ ^ <V'2>.dz (VII. 11)
t * * z'O ft n t

where the cross-sectional average of the oscillating normal-fluid velocity,

denoted by v', is governed by the variations in pressure and temperature of

the low-frequency driving wave, through the equation for quasi-steady motion
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Similarly, the entropy produced by the periodic flow of thermal energy through

the walls of the two reservoirs, can be written as

ml tp t

'ST = Kv^-¥^2 + Ko^T~}2 (VII. 13)

with Kv and KQ the thermal conductances to the bath of the closed and open

reservoir respectively. The temperature variations in the reservoirs, induced

by the superfluid motion, are ruled by the equation:

KT' + CT' = Ap sTv' (VII.14)
S 8

with C the heat capacity of the reservoir. In the Isothermal case K » u>. C

for both reservoirs, while in the adiabatic case K°^ « W J C ^ only for the

closed reservoir.

VII.2.2.1 The -isothermal ease

In the isothermal case the complex ratio* between the variations of the

pressure in the reservoir and the superfluid velocity in the tube follows from

the set (1) and (3) as

P' = iu. pSLV' (VII.15)

Furthermore, from eq.(12) for the isothermal case one obtains for the driving

wave

Substitution of these relations into the set formed by eqs.(9, 10 and 11),

yields for the viscous contribution to the damping rate

* In the calculations complex variables will again be introduced, their real
parts representing the actual physical quantities.
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Similarly, substitution into eq.(13) of 7" obtained from (14) by neglecting

the term CT', yields for the thermal damping by the two reservoirs the well-

known result

VII.2.2.2 The adiabatie oase

The thermal damping by the reservoirs can again be derived by substitu-

ting T' from eq.(14) Into eq.(13). For the adiabatically suspended closed

reservoir one now neglects the small term K T' so that

Ap eTv'

T' = —£=—- (VII.19)
V tuC

The expressions for T' en E. remain unchanged so that the thermal damping

rates become

„ad

(VII.20)

Eqs.(13) and (20) do not account for the entropy produced in the finite ther-

mal resistance between the liquid and the walls of the closed reservoir. If we

characterize the heat load formed by these walls simply by an effective heat

capacity C y and thermal conductance Kw, the additional contribution to the

damping rate becomes

1 +

Ka one expects (3aSince Cw << Cy and besides K » Ka one expects (3a to be negligibly small.

To derive the damping rate due to viscous normal-fluid motion is rather more

complicated. This is brougnt about by the fact that the ratio of the pressure-

and temperature amplitude of the adiabatic fourth-sound in the tube, does not

match the value of that ratio in the reservoir. There the ratio is given by

eq.(5), while the relevant variations in a travelling ideal adiabatic fou.jh-

sound wave, are related as:



peT4 = -9fU-f-P4 = ~pn4o I T " < V I I" 2 2>
e u10 4a

with the phase velocity of ideal, adiabatic fourth sound

U4a=VU10+VU20 ( V I I > 2 3 )

2 2
Only In the case of a completely stiff membrane, for which u = u.g, relations

(5) and (22) become identical. For the flexible case the boundary conditions

can only be met by a coupling of the fourth-sound waves to the one other sound

mode that can be excited in restricted geometries, i.e the mode which was

appropriately called by Wiechert and Meinhold-Heerlein "fifth sound" [4]. They

Investigated the properties of fifth sound for a slit geometry, both theoreti-

cally and experimentally [2,5]. Hartoog et al. [1] obtained fourth and fifth

sound directly from the Landau-Khalatnikov equations, as the two possible

solutions for wave propagation along narrow circular tubes with adiabatic

walls. Again neglecting the small corrections due to thermal expansion and due

to the various transport processes inside the liquid, the complex phase veloc-

ity of this ideal fifth sound is up to first order in the ratio R/5 [with

6 = (2T)/UP )' the viscous penetration depth and R the radius of the tube]

given by

1 - i U10U20 „ /c
5 0 8/2 U4a *>

The relevant variations of ideal fifth sound* are then related as

2 2 2 2

50 u10 - u20 50 U4a

The first equality shows that in ideal fifth sound the chemical-potential

amplitude remains zero. This is the property referred to In the footnote on

* Fifth sound can be considered to be the analogue of the critically atten-
uated temperature wave that penetrates a one dimensional thermal conductor
when at one end of the conductor a periodic temperature variation is applied.
From Q - -MbT/bx) and d$/i)X = -C(tT/tt) one obtains the phase velocity
Um = - iAijj/C. Since for laminar convective heattransport in Hell
A = p2sSTnlé/dT], while C = pcnF2 one would obtain w| - ~(i/4)(p/pe)v^q(n/b )

2.
The additional factor fpg/Wwffl/wfa l n "f(j accounts for the accompanying pres-
sure variations.



page 34, by which the fifth sound leaves the calculated frequency unaffected.

It Is further noted that according to eq.(24), the penetration depth X ^ in

which the fifth-sound amplitudes decrease by a factor e equals:

In the experimental circumstances of the present experiment, L » turns out to

be much smaller than the length of the tube, so that only a fifth-sound wave

travelling away from the reservoir will be generated. The boundary condition

eq.(5), together with the sound properties eqs.(22) and (25) determine the

ratio of the contributions of the superimposed fourth- and fifth-sound modes

in the tubes, according to:
2

P' P' + P' C22 251 P ' + P ' fSI D uy i>4 vS

+ 7"CJ 2 p 2^ (VI I .27)
V5 Pn U20 20

s u10

From eq.(27) follows that the contributions to the pressure variation are

related as

9n u 1 - [u/u f
p' = H -él. e 1U p' = - $ p' (VII 28)
i>5 p 2 . ̂  f , u , s2 V4 - e v4 tvii.za;

where the dimensionless constant Dg is real with 0 < D < 1. Using relations

(25), one can write the corresponding flow velocities in the decaying fifth-

sound wave that travels along the tube, in the complex form:

^ % h- - ^
n u10 - U20 n U10U20

(VII.29)

InThe appearance of the factor USQ shows that v' and v' are of first order

the small quantity R/6 , which justifies the neglect of the fifth-sound con-

tribution to the massflow (eq.(l)) and entropy flow (eq*(5)) in the derivation

of the oscillation frequency presented In section 1.2.

The flow velocities of the standing fourth-sound waves in the tube are in

the long-wavelength limit given by

C'« - <h2 "f "^A W - + (f f ^ 1 ^ CVII.3O)



The normal-fluid velocity that enters into the rate of dissipation expressed

by eq.(ll) is given by the superposition

(VII.31)

Choosing the amplitude p real, the two contributions become

W>*> = (f
2 _ 2 jn

f f ^ jgL cos
n u1Q

f
(VII.31b)

Substitution into eq.(ll) yields for the mean rate of viscous dissipation

^rp > 9 0 ?

" -o3-*- - hï-aj"^ + kKn^f1, - TT Kn« A* ,Pm, (VII.32)
5HT) s n4 v4 4 50 n5 v4 2 50 n4 n5 v4

Dividing by the total energy of the driving fourth-sound wave and using eq.(3)

for the relation between v and P , yields for the damping rate

pf = Pf + Pf + Pg (VII-33)

with the fourth-sound contribution,

the fifth-sound contribution,

ps Jü R Dlu10 (VII 33b)
P" * 4ou4a Pn 4^ ^ u20u4a

and the cross term, which turns out to be negative,

£LcL 6 yi Ei) rtö_i(/.x(/ &\J / T f T ^ o o x

R = — ^ (VII. 3iC)
45 o 8ur\ 4

4a

The two contributions f3̂  and p^ are both of second order in the small quan-



tity (R/b ), while moreover it turns out i ïat in the present experiment they

roughly cancel each other numerically. The viscous damping is thus largely

determined by fi, , which is of first order in fl/6 .

It is remarked that the occurrence of the fifth-sound wave will not

affect the value of the calculated thermal damping represented by eq.(20),

since the total temperature variation in the reservoir was used in the calcu-

lations. The additional damping due to the thermal exchange with the wall of

the tube over the penetration length \ . is very small and can be considered

to be already included in eq.(21).

Anuther remark is finally made on the role of fifth sound in the isother-

mal case. If good Isothermal conditions apply to the closed reservoir as well

as to the tube, fifth sc will not be excited and the oscillation will be

purely a standing wave ' isothermal fourth sound (with phase velocity
2 2
u... = (p /p)uin). If, one tht other hand, only the reservoir is kept isother-

mally, but the thermal contpct between the liquid in the tube and its sur-

roundings is poor, the standing wave of adiabatia fourth sound will again

drive a fifth-sound wave into the tube in order to meet the boundary condi-

tion T' = 0. It may be of interest to note chat neither the frequency, nor the

damping rate, should be significantly different for these two isothermal

cases.

VII.2.3 Comparison between theory and experiment

VII.2.3.1 The isothermal ease

In fig.8 the contributions to p 1 8 calculated from eqs.(17) and (18) have

been plotted on a logarithmic scale, together with the experimental results.

Values for the thermodynamic quantities and for the shear viscosity have been

taken from literature (references [6] and [7] respectively). In expression

(17) for the viscous damping p 1 6 the experimental values of u. (T) , as they
T) 'I'S

are given by the full curve of fig.2, have been used. As is clearly demon-

strated in fig.8, the viscous motion of the normal fluid in the very narrow

flow tuoe gives only a minor contribution to the total damping. The conclu-

sions that can be drawn about the thermal contributions are less certain.

Reliable values for the thermal conductances K (f) and K (T) are rather hard
o . V .

to obtain experimentally; the curves of fig-8 for (31S and (3ls have been calcu-



1.6 2.0
T(K)

8 Comparison between the measured and the calculated values of the iso-

thermal damping rates. The different contributions to the calculated

values are shown separately by the dashed curves.



lated from eq.(18) by substituting for KQ (T) and K (T) the Kapitza values,

obtained from the estimated heat-exchanging surface area between the reser-

voirs and the main bath of 33 cm and 5 cm respectively. For the Kapitza

conductance per unit contact area on either side of the walls, the empirical
3 -2 -1

rule K^ = 500 T Wm K is used [8], while the thermal resistance formed by

the thin walls themselves is fully neglected. It is shown by fig.8 that for

T > 1.8 K, the so obtained temperature dependence is very well cor '.ble with

the observed damping. The quantitative difference of about a factor of two

need not be considered as unacceptable, in view of the large uncertainty in

the estimated value of particulary K . This uncertainty is not only due to

the difficulty of determining the total wall area of the composite reservoir V

with some accuracy, but more importantly it stems from the use of the empiri-

cal rule for K , which is clearly an oversimplification.

The steep increase of p . , however, observed when T is lowered below

1.7 K is clearly not explained by the above model. It seems to be a true prop-

erty of the device, since the datapoints of figs.2 have been obtained in arbi-

trary order on different measuring days. Apparently there is no reason for the

required sharp deterioration of the thermal contact with the bath when going

towards lower temperatures. It may be worth noting that the unknown mechanism

responsible for the kink in $?(T) is not at all reflected in the data on the
to

frequency of fig.2, even though these data have been deduced from the same

recorder traces of the oscillating pressure.

VII.2.3.2 The adiabatio cab e

In analogy with fig.8, fig.9 shows the various damping contributions for

the adiabatic case, together with the experimental values.

The three contributions caused by viscous motion of the normal fluid have

been presented separately. Their calculation from eqs.(33) is straightforward;

experimental values of u , represented by the dashed curve of fig.2 have been

used while the device parameter D& has been calculated with

u = 1.0 x 10 + 3 m 2/s 2, the experimental value for the lowest position of the

rod. As Is demonstrated oy fig.9, the net viscous damping is dominated by the

fifth-sound contribution, but is still smaller by more than one order of mag-

nitude than the observed damping.

Fig.9 shows that the calculated thermal damping is dominated by the con-
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tribution fj , arising from the thermal exchange between the open reservoir

and the bath. Since the presence of the vacuum can should not affect the value

of KQ significantly, the curve for pa in fig.9 has been drawn identically to

the one for p t e in fig.8. For the calculation of p from eq.(20) an estimate
7 O V

of K (T) has been obtained experimentally, by analyzing the temperature

response of the reservoir to the supply of a short heat pulse. By combining

the balance equations of mass and entropy in the reservoir it follows that the

relaxation time % of the exponential decay of the temperature disturbance, is

related to K by the relationJ 4
u
— (VII.34)T = j

Kad + K .
v pois

2 2 2
In eq.(34) #_-.,•_ = p s TA /SicnA arises from the thermal conduction by means of

pOTrS

laminar normal fluid transport through the flow tube, whereas the factor
2 2

1 + (p /p ) (Ur,n/u ) accounts for the decay of the pressure accompanying that

of T' through the condition that during the quasi-steady decay the chemical-

potential gradient remains zero. With eq.(34), experimental values of X* (T)

in the range of a few tens |iW/K are found, which can only account for about 1%

of the observed damping. As fig.9 shows, the estimated contribution |3 (T)

[eq.(21)], mainly due to the entropy production in the thin stainless steel

parts of the closed reservoir, is even smaller.

As is clearly demonstrated in fig.9, the sum of all the above contribu-

tions is far too small to account for the observed damping. Again a clear-cut

explanation of the deviations is not yet available.

VII.2.3.3 Brief discussion of the additional losses

Although a satisfactory explanation of the observed damping cannot be

presented, a number of possible mechanisms will be briefly commented on. Three

categories will be distinguished, namely:

Thermal effects

In view of the large influence of the presence of the vacuum can these seem to

be the most likely candidates. Besides, the temperature dependence p ,(T) is

10!



very similar to that of the typical isothermal case, In which the thermal con-

tact is limited by Kapitza resistance; wouldn't it be possible that, in spite

of the presence of the vacuum can, the closed reservoir still oscillates "iso-

thermally", be it with a rather poor thermal contact almost ten times smaller

than at the open end? After all also GO j(T) behaved roughly isothermally.

There is, however, no apparent reason to suspect the experimentally determined

value of K AT) to differ by several orders of magnitude from its value pre-
ad

vailing during the oscillations. On the contrary, as was mentioned already in

section 1.3, the observed temperature variations T' were found to be of the

expected order of magnitude. The above observations therefore, must be consid-

ered as yet as shear coincidence. Perhaps there is also a remote possibility

that the enhanced damping in the adiabatic case is due to a nonuniform distri-

bution of the temperature variations inside the composite volume V' In view of

the wide connections, filled with Hell, such an explanation seems rather far

fetched.

Mechanical effects
Some damping will be caused by internal friction in the Kapton membranes; it

is known that polymers exhibit large visco-elastic effects, particularly at

higher temperatures. One cannot expect a significant influence of the thermal

conditions of the membranes, however, so that an explanation in terms of this

effect can apparently be ruled out.

In the isothermal case some damping will also be due to the irreversible

work done by the oscillating membranes on the surrounding helium bath. A rough

estimation of the effect shows that, even when all the work would be carried

away as first-sound energy into the bath, the resulting loss would still be

too small. Besides, it leaves fully unexplained why the effect should become

so prominent only at the lower temperatures.

Intrinsic effects, taking place in the flowtube
Apart from the intrinsic contributions due to viscous motion of the normal

fluid, there will in principle also be some entropy production by the other

irreversible transport processes that take place In the flow path. In the

ideal fourth-soun'l limit, in which vn = 0, the entropy production, as given by

eq.(1.12) of the Landau-Khalatnikov theory, becomes

+ C 3 f-2- (VII.35)
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In the temperature range covered by the experiment the thermal contribution

will as usual be negligible owing to the smallness of both tc(T) and vT. Since

the superfluid velocity in a Helmholtz oscillator is almost uniform along the

length of the tube, the C,-damping will be extremely small, in fact smaller by
12 2

a factor -=• k X than for an organ-pipe oscillator of the same wavenumber fc. As
o

mentioned in section VI.1, even for the latter case the C, contribution could

not be resolved from the measurements carried out in organpipes with diameters

of 0.17 mm and 0.24 mm [1,3]. Furthermore, the additional damping due to the

presence of the fifth-sound wave in the adiabatic case, turns out to be total-

ly negligible, as could be expected in view of the extremely small amounts of

energy involved in the phenomenon.

Another type of intrinsic damping may be caused by stray superfluid

vorticity (ever present in the flow path) in complete analogy with the case of

second sound treated in Part I. Adding the mutual-fri-.tion force density given

by eq.(II.l) to the equation of motion for the superfiuid, the set of equa-

tions (1.25) and (1.26), governing the case of ideal fourth sound, becomes

|§-^+ p V«t>' = 0 (VII.36)
Ot 8 8
+ , 2
^ + a — L V' + — Vp' = 0 (VII.37)
dt p o e p '

s

In eq.(37) the vortex density LQ is assumed to be constant, and U^Q represents

the phase velocity of ideal fourth sound either in the adiabatic or the iso-

thermal case. From eqs.(36) and (37) one immediately obtains for the disper-

sion relation the analogue of eq.(II.5)

2

M } 2 4 0 ( V I I . 38)
}

k . ̂  . pn aLo1 + %
p U)

From eq.(38) the attenuation rate caused by steady, unmodulated superfluid

turbulence becomes

p ; = % - ^ a £ (VII.39)

If the damping rates that are observed adiabatically (see fig.9) are largely

caused by a uniform, isotropic tangle of superfluid vortices [so that again

a = -= KB, as in eq. (11.18)] the vortex-line density Lo would turn out to vary
6 —2

very little with temperature and stay within the range between 10 m and
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2 x 10° m . Such a tangle Is thus very dilute, LQ corresponding to an inter-

vortex spacing of about thirty times the Lube diameter. In other words, it

means that the total length oF rfex line in the entire tube is less than one

centimeter. Although, in view the re-ults of chapter V, modulation of such

small vortex densities is not ely to become significant in spite of the low

frequencies Involved, it could . ourse be accounted for in |3'.

It thus appears that stray ••rticlty offers a possible explanation of the

observed damping under adiabatic conditions. The question why the permanent

vortex densities should be so much smaller in the isothermal case, however,

then remain., completely unanswered.

VIII.3 Fourth sound as probe of superfluid turbulence

Thermal counterflow can be established In the tube of the adiabatically

suspended Helmholtz oscillator by means of heater H. Its effect on the damping

of the fourth-sound oscillations can then be measured in principle, yielding

the vortex density LQ by using eq.(39). Since at small damping rates

(P j < 0.1 a) ,) the various contributions will be simply additive, a full

understanding of the damping in the absence of turbulence will not be required

for the analysis.

In practice, however, it appeared that the present device Is not suited

for such measurements. In the laminar flow regime at small heat inputs the

damping rates do not seem to be affected by the flow, as can be expected. Even

in this region the measurements are already hindered by the large thermal time

constant of the device (T = C /K . is already of the order of 103 s). More

serious, however, It appeared that, before reaching the regime of turbulent

counterflow, the temperature difference over the very long and narrow flow

tube has already become prohibitively large so that the probing of turbulence

is virtually Impossible. Moreover, even if the turbulent region could have

been reached, the condition of small damping (p < 0.1 u) at the very low

oscillation frequencies of the present device, restricts the measuring range
Q _n

to vortex densities L < 10 m , unless the present range of measuring tem-

peratures would be extended way down below 1.3 K. If one tentatively looks for

these values of £ 0 between the data of figs.V.6 and V.7, it becomes clear that

in the wide tube, used for the measurements described in Part I of this thesis

10.',



(of i.d. = 1.4 mm), such low values of LQ are located in the transition region

just above the critical counterflow velocity, where the curves for £„(y ) rise

sharply towards fully developed turbulence. From the available experimental

data on thermal counterflow, reviewed by Tough [9], it can be expected that in

narrower tubes the transition region moves to higher critical velocities and

extends up to higher values of LQ. For this reason only a very small velocity

region, right at the foot of the transition curve, could then have been Inves-

tigated with the present device.

In order to enhance the range of applicability a number of modifications

in the design of the device must be made. A compromise must be sought between

a number of partly conflicting requirements. Some of these requirements have

to do with the steady-flow properties, others are brought about by the oscil-

lating behaviour. The steady-flow properties should be such that a rather wide

range of turbulent counterflow states Is readily accessible. This Implies

restrictions on both the characteristic time in which steady-flow conditions

are reached in the device and on the temperature drop along the flow tube that

occurs in well-developed turbulent counterflow. These steady-flow requirements

are easier met, the shorter and wider the flow tube and the smaller the volume

V of the closed reservoir.

The requirements set by the fourth-sound oscillations are basically two-

fold. Primarily the total damping rate must remain small with respect to the

frequency, say

(3 , + p' < 0.1 oi , (VII.40)
ad t ad

Secondly, the pressure amplitudes in reservoir V should be sufficiently large

to be measured comfortably with a pressure transducer. The pressure amplitude

is related through eq.(l) to the superfluid-velocity amplitude in the tube,

which is presumably restricted by the superfluid critical velocity in the

tube. It can, however, be enhanced by the use of several identical flow tubes

in parallel. In order to be able to investigate the turbulence up to high val-

ues of Lo, low reasuring temperatures and large values of u , are required, as

follows from eqs.(39) and (40). It is clear from eqs.(33), however, that the

higher the frequency, the higher become the viscous contributions to the damp-

ing rate. Since the fifth-sound contributions P s and |3^5 would be zero if the

reservoir V were provided with rigid walls, these contributions can be much

reduced by doing away with the flexible bellows and by using a pressure

10r>



transducer with as stiff a membrane as is allowed by the sensitivity require-

ments. The viscous contribution $, , however, is proportional to the device

parameter 10 jt, so that condition (40) inevitably leads to an upper limit for
aa

the frequency in a given tube.

Dimensions of

the device

Reservoir: volume 0.05 cm

flexibility 6.5 x 1O~15 m3/Pa

(dV/dp)

tubes : number of 16

length 10 cm

diameter 30 (im

calculated properties

T

(K)

1.3

1.5

1.7

1.9

"ad

(Hz)

242

233

217

187

^ 4

0.16

1.1

4.8

15.3

%

8

16

28

47

XV
s

9.6

3.0

1.1

0.6

Calculated example of a fourth sound oscillator, designed to probe supevfluid

turbulence. The flexibility of the reservoir results in a value for ue of

about 164 m/e. Assuming a superfluid velocity amplitude of 1 om/s in the

tubes, the pressure amplitude in the reservoir at e.g. T = 1 .£ K is expected

to be S3 Pa.

In order to show that a reasonable compromise between all the above

requirements can be made, we worked out a numerical example. The various

device parameters are listed in the table, together with the calculated values

of the various relevant properties that are derived. The value of P^ presented

in the table in estimated for the state of well-developed superfluid turbu-

lence immediately beyond the critical region, using for the vortex density the

empirical rule Lod = 2.5 introduced by Tough [9]. From this example it can be

concluded that fourth-sound probing is possible, once the device parameters

are properly chosen.
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CHAPTER VIII

SOME FLOW EXPERIMENTS IN THE OSCILLATOR DEVICE

Apart from its application as a fourth-sound oscillator, the device has also

been used for the steady-flow measurements described in this final chapter.

VIII.I The experiment

An almost steady flow of mass can be established in the fourth-sound

oscillator device by suddenly expanding the volume of the reservoir. The

supply of liquid into the reservoir will be almost fully carried by the super-

fluid fraction, since the pressure gradients in the tube will be too small to

give rise to a significant normal-fluid transport velocity.

Flg.l shows the sequence of events that follows upon such a sudden expan-

sion. The changes in the pressure and temperature of the reservoir as well as

in the height h of the liquid level in the standpipe, are registered as func-

tion of time; from h(t) the cross-sectional average of the mass flow velocity

in the tube, v(t) . is deduced. Up to time A the system is left at rest with

the reservoir completely filled with He II. In the early experiments shown in

the figure, the steady temperature of the reservoir was found to be somewhat

higher than that of the bath. This could be attributed to an input of heat,

caused by radiation through the pumping tube. Due to this heat input a very

small thermal counterflow will of course be present in the tube.

At time A the reservoir is suddenly made to expand by pulling up the

central rod over some small distance. The steep drop in the reservoir tempera-

ture T that follows immediately is caused by the evaporation needed to fill

the open space. This is also demonstrated by the simultaneous adjustment of

the pressure P to the value given by the saturated vapour pressure Psai;(T)

corrected for the hydrostatic pressure head in V. The lowering of the level h

ins



200 Pa

i^. 1 Example of observed behaviour of pressure (P) and temperature (T) in

the reservoir and height (h) in the stand pipe, in response to sudden

expansions of the reservoir at A and C. For details see text.

that also sets In at .4, corresponds to superfluid flow into V, as is shown by

the further cooling and corresponding further lowering of P. At time B in

fig.l the flow stops abruptly, and so does the cooling, indicating that the

reservoir is now completely refilled with liquid. At the same time the pres-

sure rises sharply to the value Peafc(T0), now corrected for the hydrostatic

pressure head imposerj by the height of the liquid level in the standpipe.

Subsequently a fourth-sound oscillation sots in, as is registered by the pres-

sure and also by the temperature. It is superimposed on a small, quasi-steady

thermal counterflow, which takes the system back to its final steady state.

This counterflow IF actually used to calibrate i.he pressure transducer, by

making the safe assumption that during this flow

dP = psdT. (VIII.1)

The thermometer is calibrated against saturated vapour pressure, using the

1976 provisional temperature scale fl].
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At time C a second run is started, by giving a somewhat larger expansion

of the volume V than was used In the first run. A similar sequence of events

is started, but now an almost steady flow state is reached at V before V is

fully filled at E. Along DE both T and P remain practically constant, and the

steady mass flow rate is determined by the entropy balance of the reservoir.

In case of pure superfluld flow this balance can be written as

In eq.(2) V^(t) is the volume occupied by liquid, p and sv are the density

and the specific entropy of the vapour and K is the effective thermal

conductance between the reservoir and the bath. The term Q/T is included to

cover also cases in which a heat input Q is maintained by means of heater H.

Combining eq.(2) with the mass balance

|^ [pVL + pv[V -VL)] = -ApV = -Agpfi (VIII.3)

(in which A- is the cross-sectional area of the standpipe) yields for the
s

steady flow state DE the following relation between the observed quantities

h(t) and AT

Q -

with £ = T(sv - s) the heat of evaporation per unit mass. From the values of

h and AT a value of K is found. It is further verified that in this example

the superfluid flow is subcritical, since it is found that

dP
pbp. = AP - pehT = pghh - (pe - -§f^) AT1 (VIII.5)

remains Indistinguishable from zero. The fact that the difference in the

heights of the liquid levels in reservoir and standpipe &h(<» - 15 cm) changes

so little during the path DE explains that T and p appear to remain constant

on the scale of fig.l.

A similar run, induced at time A by a rather large expansion of V is

shown in fig.2. At time B, in the region of almost steady flow again at zero

chemical-potential difference, an extra heat input is switched on. This

results In a new stable steady flow state at a higher mass flow velocity v,
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and since in this example Q is relatively large, this also results in a higher

temperature and pressure in the reservoir (the recorder trace of the pressure

has been omitted in fig.2 for clarity). For sufficiently small values of Q the

temperature and pressure appear to remain unaffected by the heat input, demon-

strating that A|i remains zero.

To = 1.500K

v = 2.5 cm/s
2 mm

v = 5.5 cm/s

30
t (min)

Fig. 2 Example of a meaev.rn.ng run used to determine the ehemieal-potential

difference over the glass capillary at different mass flow velocities.

Examples of the observed variation of V (as deduced from fi using the

second equality of eq.(3)) with Q are given for two bath temperatures in

figs.3a and 3b. That these results are in quantitative agreement with the

entropy balance for V is demonstrated by the straight lines, which have been

drawn in the figures with the slopes that follow from eq.(4). That the varia-

tion of the contribution K AT does not show up at r = 1.90 K is clear from

the very small value of V at the intersection with the Q = 0-axis, while at

7 = 1.30 K the critical value of Q where A7 starts to change significantly is

beyond 0.2 uW.

1 I I



Fig. 3 The mzss flow velocities in the capillary due to the heat input Q

supplied by heater E. The slopes of the full lines correspond to the

values obtained from equation 4.

The values of the chemical-potential differences that correspond to v are

determined by the changes in the reservoir temperature due to Q according to

= -(pe - « = 0)] . (VIII.6)

Relation (6) follows Immediately from eq.(5) if one remembers that ph\i is zero

in the absence of the extra heat input. Strictly speaking, both temperature

differences should be measured simultaneously because of the (slow) variation

of the level heights. This can be effectuated by interpolation between the

values of AT measured with Q = 0 before and after the measurement with Q * 0.

A collection of the results obtained for various bath temperatures is shown in

figs.4 as plots of -pA(i versus the transport velocity. In spite of the rather

large scatter, which seems to be Inherent to this measuring method, the

results clearly exhibit the occurrence of a critical velocity. The critical

superfluid velocity beyond which Ap. becomes measurably different from zero is

I \2
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Fig. 4 Chemioal-potential differences over the aapillary as function of the

mass flow velocities, observed at different bath temperatures. The

measurements were performed under adiabatia conditions (o). Some iso-

thermal data A are also shown.
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found to be vga - (3 + 0.5) cm/s, largely independent of temperature. This

finding is very well compatible with the recent results on pure superfluid

flow reported by Baehr et al. [2] and by Marees et al. [3] for wider glass

tubes. In both these independent experiments an almost constant value

vga = 1.6 cm/s was obtained in the temperature range 1.3 K - 1.9 K, for glass

tubes of 134 îm respectively 217 ^m inner diameter. The apparently lower value

(~ 2 cm/s) found here at the lowest temperature presented in figs.4

(T = 1.30 K) seems to be the only exception.

A limited number of isothermal flow measurements have also been performed

with the device. Proper isothermal conditions could be obtained by simply

removing the vacuum can, as was verified with the help of thermometer T. Due

to the geometrical construction of the device, the isothermal flow could only

be studied in the range of applied (hydrostatic) pressure heads -AP( = -pA(i)

between 150 Pa and 300 Pa. Within this range the observed decay rates appear

200 250

-Ap (Pa)
300

Fig. 5 The mass flow through the capillary observed under isothermal condi-

tions and preeeure heaie AP between -150 and -300 Pa.

to be nearly constant, as is clearly demonstrated by the typical example for

T » 1.60 K given in fig.5. The quasi-steadr flow velocity is now governed by

the flow Impedance f or me •! by the tube, which must thus decrease very sharply

1 14



with diminishing v. Values of v so obtained at different temperatures, have

been compiled in table 1.

Table 1 The transport velocity of isothermal

flow at relatively large pressure heads

(150 Pa - ZOO Pa).

T

(K)

1.3

1.4

1.6

1.8

V

(cms"1)

5.5

5.8

5.5

4.5

As is shown in fig-4, these isothermal values fit very well in the plots of

the corresponding data obtained under adiabatic conditions. In wider tubes it

is known that the flow impedance for isothermal flow is considerably smaller

than for pure superfluid flow; this is associated with the finding that in

isothermal flow the normal fluid is dragged along by the superfluid, with an

almost constant slip velocity [4]. In the present very long and narrow tube a

much smaller difference between the flow states must indeed be expected, since

i>n will anyhow remain extremely small for all cases considered here; the slip

velocity of isothermal flow will clearly be larger than is found in wider

tubes. Moreover, in this particular experiment, the isothermal flow approaches

pure superfluid flow in fact even more closely than the adiabatic one, since

the latter takes place at negative A7", whereas pure superfluid flow is known

to give rise to a positive temperature gradient along the flow direction.

VIII.2. Discussion of the results

VIII.2.1 The oritiaal velocity

The available data on critical velocities of pure superfluid flow in

relation to channel size are very scarce. Critical mass flow rates show up

very clearly and unambiguously in very narrow flow channels, in which the

normal fluid is practically unable to move. Such narrow channels, as are

I 15



provided e.g. by porous materials used as superleaks, have a very irregular

cross-section in general, so that only some mean value for the critical veloc-

ity can be determined. Rather large values, ranging up to the order of

~ 1 m/s, are reported for the smallest channel sizes, having mean diameters in

the range < 10 m.

For the wider channels used in most flow experiments (usually circular

flow tubes with inner diameters in the range > 10"^ m) the situation is much

less clear. Firstly, since the motion of the normal fluid will affect the

value of the critical mass flow rate, the results are very sensitive to the

details of the experimental arrangement. Conditions for pure superfluid flow

are obtained by the use of a superleak and a vacuum can. Secondly, the values

found for the critical velocities appear to be much smaller, being of order

10 m/s, and are therefore much more difficult to measure. They could only be

determined by the use of very sensitive detectors for the small initial chemi-

cal-potential drops [2,5], or by the use of extremely long flow tubes [4,6].

In the intermediate range of channel sizes between 5 x 10 m and 10 m

only the one datapoint obtained in 1939 by Allen and Misener [7] for isother-

mal flow in a tube of 32.4 pm inner diameter could be found in literature. In

view of the previous discussion this flow is not very different from super-

fluid flow in these tubes and indeed the reported value of about 2.8 cm/s

agrees well with the present data.

In fig.6 critical velocity data as found in literature have been collect-

ed in a double logarithmic plot. In spite of some scatter, almost all results

turn out to fall within a rather narrow band, which is only slightly shifted

with respect to the previous phenomenological rule of thumb, v - d"1 when

c.g.s. units are used, suggested by van Alphen et al. [8] during the sixtees.

Only the data point of ref.[5] and the one data point of ref.[6] deduced from

the decay of persistent flow in a closed circuit are located way below this

band. It was suggested in ref.[6] that the difference might be caused by the

much higher measuring accuracy and that the mutual friction does not drop all
o

the way to zero at i>„„ but instead decreases very steeply, roughly ~ v . In

table 2 a compilation Is given of the estimated accuracies with which the mean

mutual-friction force could be determined in the various experiments. In this

way the persistent flow is by far the most sensitive method. To explain the

low velocity found in ref.[5] at the same time, would require that in ref.[6]

I In



100 er

0.01
1000

3 Collection of data from literature on oritiaal velocities of pure

superfluid flow. The dashed line represents the phenomenologiaal rule

of thumb vg0 = a' when a.g.s. units are used, u, Allen and Misener

[71; o, Keller and Hammel [9]; A, this work;O, Marees [3,10]; V, Tough

[21; •, Hartoog [6]; M, Kidder and Fairbank [5].

riction is located in only a small section of the flow path, presumably

the ends of the long tube. Such non-uniformity is supported by the early

:s obtained by Allen and Misener [7]. If this is indeed true, the abso-

values of Â i determine tfe resolution obtainable in the experiment and

2 shows that than the resolution of both experiments is almost the same.
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r Table 2
00

channel size

arose section

(lim)

-0.12

-0.79

-3.9

32.4

0.3 x 1000

2.3 x 1000

3.4 x 1000

27

133

217

134

170

1100

length

(m)

0.2

0.2

C.2

0.2

0.019

0.019

0.019

6.85

10.64

10.0

0.099

106

0.07

VSC

(cm/s)

13.5

7.7

3.1

3.3

18

6

~ 3

"•• 3

2.5

1.6

1.6

1.8

1.0

0.2

0.11

resolution

absolute

(Pa)

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.5

0.06

0.06

0.06

0.5

0.02

0.02

0.05

2

0.01

10"4

2 x 10"4

per unit length

(Pa/m)

7.5

7.5

7.5

7.5

3

3

3

0.07

2 x io~3

2 x io~3

0.5

0.02

io"4

10"6

3 x IQ"3

comments

wire filled

metal tubes

glass tube

metal silts

no super-

leak In

flow path

no super-

leak In

flow path

glass, no superleak

glass, U-tube

oscillations

glass

level difference

U-tube osc.

persistent flow

glass,

Isother-

mal flow

metal

reference

Allen and

Mlsener [7]

Keller and

Hammel [9]

this work

Marees [3,10]

Tough [2]

Hartoog [6]

Kldder and Fairbank [5]



VIII.2.2 The decrease of the mutual-fviation force

If the chemical-potential differences of figs.4 are attributed to the

momentum exchange made possible by the presence of a homogeneous isotropic

tangle of superfluid vortices in the flow path, the vortex densities follow

from the data by means of eqs.(1.36) and (11.18) as

3p A[i
p KB SLVvn s

(VIII.7)

ID

I

I

I
I

I

i

T=1.60K o

vs(cm s"
1)

0.6

0.4
— o

0.2

0

Fig. 7 The vovtex densities calculated fvom the measurements of the ehemieal-

potential difference over the capillavy. These values ave obtained fvom

equation 7, which was derived under the assumption of the existence of

a homogeneous isotropia vovtex tangle in the flow path. The dashed

dotted line covvesponds to eq.(8); the dashed line is a fit to a v
3 5 ^

dependence of the mutual friction (corresponding to a v ' dep&ndenoe

fov A).
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In fig.7 LQ versus Vg obtained in this way is plotted for T = 1.60 K; the data

on isothermal flow have also been included. As can be noticed, the values

found for hQd are smaller than one, meaning that the average vortex spacing is

larger than the tube diameter, so that the existence of such a dilute vortex

tangle over the entire length of the tube seems rather unlikely. This also

suggests an end effect, the vorticity being concentrated near the ends of the

tube. It is further noted that the amount of residual vorticity (LQ corre-

sponding to one or two times 10 ni ), as tentatively inferred from the damp-

ing rates observed in the absence of flow in section VII.2.3 (by application

of eq.(VII.39)), Is very well compatible with the data of fig.7 at small t>s.

Measurements on pure superfluid flow in shorter and wider tubes
(d > 10 m ) , as have been carried out by coworkers of Kramers [11], van
Beelen [12,13] and Tough [14], all have shown a remarkably near cubic depend-
ence for h\x(v ). Besides, the flowstates appear to be uniform, as could be

s

demonstrated by means of some thermometers mounted along the length of the

tube [15]. By applying eq.(7) it was found that

L = y(T)*V (VIII.8)
o s

with the proportionality factor y(T) largely independent of tube diameter. It

was further found that in these wider tubes relation (8) remains well obeyed
—k

down to values of Vg at which LQ- has become larger than a few tube diameters,

upon which a rather steep drop of Lo all the way down to zero sets in

[2,3,10].

Fig.7 also shows eq.(8) for T = 1.60 K where y = 1.7 x 106 s m~2. All

data fall way below this curve, and the transition region seems rather wide.
6

The results are well compatible with the V dependence of the mutual friction

suggested in ref.[6]. This is clearly shown by such a fit, which is also

presented in the figure; the proportionality factor turns out to be roughly

five times smaller than the value found for the very long 170 p.m glass tube

used in the investigations of ref.[6].

The latter result again seems to give some support to the idea that In

the transition region the vorticity is concentrated in a penetration length

near one or both ends of the tubes; the rather high power of Vs then also

accounts for the increase of length. It i:> of Interest to verify these sugges-

tions very directly by repeating these steady-flow measurements with some

thermometers placed along the flow tube.
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SUMMARY

The flow resistance observed during steady flow of superfluid helium II

through a tube, is generally attributed to the occurrence of a tangle of quan-

tized vortex lines in the flow path. The presence of these vortices leads to

"mutual friction" between the normal and the superfluid component, and reveals

itself as a pressure and temperature drop along the flow tube. To investigate

the properties of the vortex tangle one can observe the scatter of sound waves

by the tangle. As acoustical phenomena can be described by linearized

equations, analysis of the measurements is relatively simple. The additional

attenuation of the sound waves Is proportional to the total length of vortex

lines and to the velocity difference between both liquid fractions In the

wave. From this latter fact one must conclude that normal, first -sound waves

cannot be used as probes of superfluid turbulence, whereas second sound, In

which the normal and the superfluid fraction move in opposite directions,

should be very suitable. Owing to viscous effects, the application of second

sound is restricted to relatively high frequencies in relatively wide tubes.

Up to now r D attempts are reported in literature to use fourth sound as a

probe in narrow tubes - fourth sound being the sound mode in which only the

superfluid fraction takes part.

This thesis is divided into two parts. The first part describes the use of

second sound as a probe to investigate superfluid turbulence, generated by a

heat flow in a relatively wide flow tube. Part two treats an investigation of

the damping of a fourth-sound oscillator, as well as the question to which

extent fourth sound can be used as a probe of superfluid turbulence in rela-

tively narrow capillaries. In both experiments standing waves have been used,

generated in a Helmholtz oscillator*. This type of oscillator has the advan-

tage that low frequencies can be produced in a device that doesn't have the

unpractical size of one quarter or half of the wavelength. To be able to meas-

ure at different frequencies in the second-sound experiment, a sixfold

Helmholtz oscillator Is constructed, in which six Helmholtz frequencies can be

generated. In the fourth-sound experiment, however, an adjustable frequency is

realized by providing a single Helmholtz oscillator with a flexible reservoir

* A simple, single Helmholtz oscillator consists of a reservoir, connected to
the outside by means of a tube.
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wall (a membrane). By pressing down the membrane from outside the dewar by

means of a rigid rod, an increase of the tension of the membrane can be

imposed; at the same time the volume of the reservoir will be reduced. In

consequence the Helmholtz frequency can be raised continuously.

Part I

The turbulence, probed by second sound, Is due to a steady thermal counter-

flow, generated in the tubes of the sixfold Helmholtz oscillator by means of a

heater. For the probing a resonance technique is applied, registering the

temperature response to a periodical heat supply in one of tav. reservoirs.

The tangle of quantized vortex lines, generated by the flow, is characterized

by the vortex-line density L and manifests itself on one hand in a stationary

chemical-potential difference along the flow tube, on the other hand in an

additional damping of the second-sound resonances. The value of the mutual-

friction forces, resulting from the two Independent measurements, appear to be

in mutual agreement, as long as the frequency is chosen high enough and the

heat flow is not too large. From the data on the scattering of second sound on

straight vortex lines - an effect well known from experiments with a rotating

bucket filled with He II - one can determine the stationary vortex density LQ

from the mutual friction. The found values are in agreement with the measuring

results of others and with the theoretical predictions of K.W. Schwarz.

Within a large frequency range the damping, caused by turbulent flow, is found

to be independent of the second-sound frequency. However, on the limits of the

measuring range, i.e. at high stationary velocities and/or low frequencies,

deviations appear. These deviations seem to be well explicable If we assume

that the vortex density starts modulating along with the second-sound velocity

field. The appropriate characteristic time constant then appears to be

inversely proportional to £ . This is in agreement with the dynamical equa-

tions of VInen and Geurst for the vortex density.

Part II

The fourth-sound oscillator, described in this section, has a narrow glass

capillary with a length of 6.85 m and an inner diameter of 27 urn. Due to the

flexibility of the reservoir, the fourth-sound wave of the Helmholtz oscilla-

tion will be accompanied by a fifth-sound, wave In the capillary, fifth sound
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being a critically attenuated wave mode. This fifth-sound wave will attribute

to the damping rate of the oscillation, but it will hardly influence the

oscillation frequency. The damping of the free oscillations (with frequencies

between 0.03 Hz and 0.15 Hz) turns out to be measurable only for the highest

frequencies. At low frequencies the measurements are hindered by disturbances.

In absence of flow, several thermal, intrinsical and mechanical effects will

contribute to the damping. However, estimation of these contributions,

including the one caused by the fifth-sound wave, yields a smaller damping

rate than is measured. Possible causes are discussed, but a clear-cut

explanation cannot ba given.

For several reasons the oscillator that is used in this experiment is not fit

for the probing of superfluid turbulence by means of fourth sound. It Is

especially problematical to obtain a sufficiently large steady heat flow in

the long and narrow capillary. The criteria for design are considered more

closely and a design is presented for a Helmholtz oscillator that will suit

the purpose.

In the last chapter of this thesis an experiment is described, considering the

properties of steady flow of the superfluid fraction in the long and narrow

capillary. Such steady flow will be established when the volume of the reser-

voir is suddenly enlarged and the reservoir refills with liquid helium. The

flow velociy of the superfluid fraction is determined by the heat balance of

the reservoir. It can therefore be varied by means of a heater, attached to

the reservoir. At superfluid velocities above » 3 cm/sec the flow In this

capillary appears to become turbulent. The corresponding chemical-potential

drop, however, is much smaller than that which is found at the same velocities

in wide and short tubes. The conclusion is drawn that, in all probability,

turbulence occurs mainly near the ends of the capillary.



SAMENVATTING

De weerstand die superfluïde helium II veelal ondervindt bij stationaire stro-

ming door een buis, wordt in het algemeen toegeschreven aan het ontstaan van

een kluwen van gekwantiseerde superfluïde wervellijnen in het stromingspad. De

aanwezigheid van de wervelingen leidt tot "wederkeiige wrijving" tussen de

beide vloeistoffracties en manifesteert zich in een druk- en temperatuurverval

langs de stromingsbuis.

De eigenschappen van de wervelkluwen laten zich nader onderzoeken door de

verstrooiing van geluidsgolven aan de kluwen te bepalen. Daar akoestische

verschijnselen met de gelineariseerde vergelijkingen beschreven kunnen worden

is de analyse van de metingen relatief eenvoudig. De extra verzwakking van de

geluidsgolf is evenredig met de totale lengte aan wervellijnen en met de

verschilsnelheid van de beide fracties in de golf. Dit laatste maakt het gewo-

ne, eevste geluid ongeschikt als sonde, in tegenstelling tot het tweede geluid

waarin immers de superfluïde en de normale fractie in tegenfase bewegen. Ten

gevolge van viskeuze effecten beperkt de bruikbaarheid van het tweede geluid

zich tot relatief hoge frequenties in relatief wijde buizen. Tot nu toe zijn

in de literatuur geen pogingen gerapporteerd om voor de sondering in nauwe

buizen gebruik te maken van het vierde geluid, de geluidsvorm waaraan uitslui-

tend de superfluïde fractie deelneemt.

Dit proefschrift bestaat uit twee delen. In het eerste deel wordt een experi-

ment beschreven waarin het tweede geluid gebruikt wordt als sonde om de super-

fluïde turbulentie te onderzoeken, die wordt opgewekt door een warmtestroom in

een relatief wijde stromingsbuis. Het tweede deel behandelt een onderzoek naar

de demping van een vierde-geluidsoscillator, waarbij wordt nagegaan in hoever-

re ook vierde geluid kan dienen als sonde van superfluïde turbulentie in rela-

tief nauwe capillairen.

In beide experimenten worden staande golven gebruikt, opgewekt in een

Helmholtz oscillator. Helmholtz oscillatoren hebben als voordeel dat lage

frequenties mogelijk zijn, zonder dat de oscillator de onpraktische lengte van

een halve of kwart golflengte heeft. Om bij verschillende frequenties te

kunnen meten is in het tweede-geluidsexperiment in plaats van een enkelvoudige

een zesvoudige Helmholtz oscillator* geconstrueerd, die dan ook in plaats van

* Een enkelvoudige Helmholtz oscillator bestaat uit een reservoir dat door een
buis met de buitenwereld verbonden is.
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één, zes Helmholtz frequenties heeft. Bij het vlerde-geluldsexperiraent daaren-

tegen Is uitgegaan van een enkelvoudige Helmholtz oscillator met een instel-

bare oscillatiefrequentie. Ten dieneinde is het reservoir met een flexibele

wand uitgevoerd. Door met behulp van een drukstang van buiten de cryostaat de

wand meer te spannen, waarbij gelijktijdig het volume van het reservoir klei-

ner wordt, kan de Helmholtz frequentie continu worden opgevoerd.

Eerste deel

De door het tweede geluid gesondeerde turbulentie ontstaat door, met behulp

van een stookelement, een voldoend grote stationaire warmtestroom op te wekken

in de buizen van de zesvoudige Helmholtz oscillator. Voor de sondering wordt

een resonantietechniek gebruikt, waarbij de temperatuur respons op een perio-

dieke warmtetoevoer in één der reservoirs wordt geregistreerd.

De kluwen van gekwantiseerde wervellijnen wordt gekarakteriseerd door de door

het snelheidsveld bepaalde wervellljndichtheid L en manifesteert zich ener-

zijds in een stationair chemisch-potentiaalverschil over de stroombuis, ander-

zijds in een extra demping van de tweede-geluidsresonanties. Uit de analyse

van de resultaten van deze twee onafhankelijke metingen blijkt dat de waarden

van de wederkerige wrijving goed met elkaar overeen komen, zolang tenminste de

frequentie niet te laag, of de warmtestroom niet te groot gekozen is. Met

behulp van de verstrooiingseigenschappen van het tweede geluid aan rechte

wervellijnen, bekend uit experimenten met een roterend bakje helium II, kan nu

uit de wederkerige wrijving de stationaire wervellijndichtheid LQ bepaald

worden. De gevonden waarden zijn in overeenstemming met metingen van anderen

en met de theoretische voorspellingen van K.W. Schwarz.

In een groot frequentiegebied is de gevonden demping, veroorzaakt door de

wervellijn^n, onafhankelijk van de frequentie van het tweede geluid. Aan de

rand van het meetgebied, d.w.z. bij hoge stationaire snelheden en/of lage

frequenties blijken er echter afwijkingen op te treden. Deze afwijkingen

lijken goed te verklaren door aan te nemen dat de wervellijndichtheid met het

tweede-geluidssnelheidsveld begint mee te moduleren. De bijbehorende karak-

teristieke tijdkonstante blijkt dan omgekeerd evenredig met L te zijn. Dit is

in overeenstemming met de dynamische vergelijkingen voor de wervellijndicht-

heid van Vinen en van Geurst.
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Tweede deel

De in dit deel beschreven vierde-geluidsoscillator heeft een nauw glazen

capillair met een lengte van 6,85 m en een inwendige diameter van 27 vm. Ten

gevolge van de flexibiliteit van het reservoir zal in de Helmholtz oscillatie

de vierde-geluidsgolf vergezeld gaan van een kritisch gedempte vijfde-geluids-

golf in het capillair. Deze vijfde-geluidsgolf levert wel een bijdrage aan de

dempingskonstante van de oscillator, maar beïnvloedt de oscillatiefrequentie

nauwelijks. De demping van de vrije oscillaties, waarvan de frequenties liggen

tussen 0,03 Hz en 0,15 Hz, blijkt alleen voor de hoogste frequenties meetbaar

te zijn. Bij lage frequenties maken storingen het meten onmogelijk.

In afwezigheid van stroming zullen aan de demping van de oscillaties diverse

thermische, intrinsieke en mechanische effekten bijdragen. Een schatting van

deze bijdragen, waaronder die veroorzaakt door de optredende vijfde-geluids-

golf, levert echter een kleinere demping op dan wordt gemeten. Mogelijke

oorzaken hiervoor worden besproken maar een volledige verklaring kan niet

worden gegeven.

Voor de sondering van turbulentie met vierde geluid is de gebruikte oscillator

om verschillende redenen niet geschikt. Met name geeft het instellen van een

voldoend grote stationaire wanntestroom in het lange nauwe capillair onoverko-

melijke problemen. De ontwerpcriteria worden nader beschouwd en een ontwerp

voor een Helmholtz oscillator, die wel voor dit doel wel geschikt is, wordt

voorgesteld.

In het laatste hoofdstuk van dit proefschrift wordt een experiment beschreven

waarin de eigenschappen worden bestudeerd van een stationaire stroming van de

superfluïde fractie in het lange nauwe capillair. Zo'n stationaire stroming

stelt zich in wanneer plotseling het volume van het reservoir wordt vergroot

en het reservoir zich weer met vloeibaar helium vult. De stroomsnelheid van <*

superfluïde fractie wordt bepaald door de warmtebalans van het reservoir jn

kan gevarieerd worden met behulp van een aldaar geplaatst stookelement. Bij

su . .rflulde snelheden vanaf ongeveer 3 cm/s blijkt de stroming in dit capil-

jir turbulent te worden. Het daarbij behorende chemisch-potentiaalverval is

echter veel kleiner dan bij overeenkomstige snelheden in wijde en korte

buizen. Hieruit wordt geconcludeerd dat, naar alle waarschijnlijkheid, de

turbulentie zich voornamelijk aan de uiteinden van het capillair voordoet.
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NAWOORD

Aan het tot stand komen van dit proefschrift heeft een groot aantal mensen

bijgedragen. Wijlen Prof.dr. H.C. Kramers gaf met vaderlijke hand richting aan

het eerste deel van dit onderzoek. Van hem vas het idee afkomstig om een zes-

voudige Helmholtz oscillator te gebruiken. Na het overlijden van Prof.dr. H.C.

Kramers nam de co-promotor de begeleiding op zich. In eerste instantie betrof

dit het onderzoek beschreven in het tweede de^l van dit proefschrift. Later

was hij ook intensief betrokken bij het op schrift stellen van de resultaten

van het eerste onderzoek, waarbij zijn kritische kijk tot vele waardevolle

discussies leidde. De samenwerking met de leden van de werkgroep Quantumvloei-

stoffen vormde een stimulans voor het onderzoek. Bij de realisatie van proef-

opstellingen was de technische hulp van de instrumentmakers A.A.J. Kuyt, T.

Nieboer, G. Vis en de glasinstrumentmaker P.J.M. Vreeburg, die het lange nauwe

capil.lair vervaardigde, onontbeerlijk. Electronische problemen betreffende de

drukmeter werden opgelost door de heer W. Klijn. Voor de aanvoer van vloeibaar

helium en vloeibare stikstof zorgden de heren J.A.Th, van Schooten, J.D.

Sprong en J. de Vink. Bij de experimenten werd ik achtereenvolgens geassis-

teerd door J.A.W.M. Wanders, Drs. H.W. Jentink en Drs. R. vin Roijen. De gra-

fieken en tekeningen in dit proefschrift werden verzorgd door de tekenafdeling

onder leiding van de heer W.F. Tegelaar. Het typewerk van het manuscript werd

met veel geduld uitgevoerd door mevr. E. Salman.


